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A B S T R A C T

A conceptual design study of reactors for the joint production of

tritium and cobalt-60 has been made. The study covered a family of

four reactors ranging in thermal power from 16.5 MW to 150 MW, and

designed for corresponding annual productions ranging from 0.5 to 5.0

million curies of tritium respectively. All of the reactors are low

temperature water cooled and moderated, and employ fully-enriched

uranium-235 in aluminum fuel elements of the ETR type. Isotope produc-

tion (either cobalt-60 or tritium) occurs both in control blades and in

blanket "target" elements of aluminum-clad metallic cobalt-59 or lithium-

aluminum alloy. Cobalt and lithium target elements were designed to be

interchangeable and to be separate from the fuel elements so as to provide

the maximum flexibility in operation and handling of both target and

fuel elements.

Isotope production costs have been estimated on the basis of both

a five year and a ten year capital amortization period. Capital invest-

ments required range from $13.8 million for the 150 MW reactor ($92/tKW)

to $6.4 million for the 16.5 MW reactor ($388/tKW). Corresponding annual

operating costs for the largest and smallest reactors are estimated to

be $940,000 and $590,000 respectively, excluding amortization and fuel

costs. The annual fuel costs for the reactors are estimated at$l,570,000

and $230,000 for the 150 MW and 16.5 MW reactors respectively, based upon

an assumed burnup of 40% of the initial U--235 loading.

sav-





The result of these estimates yield tritium production costs of

$0.95 per curie to $3.72 per curie for the 150 MW and 16.5 MW reactors

on the basis of a ten year capital amortization. For a five year

amortization period, the corresponding production costs become $1.25

per curie of tritium and $5.00 per curie of tritium. In all cases,

the production costs in dollars per curie of Co-60 are a factor of

2.26 lower than those given for tritium due to the different nuclear

characteristics of tritium and cobalt-60.

A brief study of the technical feasibility and economics of dual

purpose reactors - i.e. electric power or process steam production in

addition to the tritium and/or cobalt-60 - indicates that such a concept

may be economically attractive. If very high specific activity of

product is not a major requirement the boiling water reactors appear

to be most attractive for this application. For the very low capacity

ranges (approximately 0.5 to 2 million curies of tritium per year) the

low pressure boiling reactor (-~.300 psi) appears attractive, while for

the higher capacity ranges a high pressure boiling reactor, probably

with Zircaloy-jacketed fuel, would be indicated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of a conceptual design study of

reactors for the joint production of tritium and cobalt-60, which was

made for the Office of Industrial Development of the United States

Atomic Fnerfy Commission under Contract AT(38-1)-196. The study covered

the development of conceptual designs of optimum reactor systems for the

most economical production of cobalt-60 and tritium, determination of

the size of such systems for production rates ranging from 0.5 to 5.0

million curies per year of tritium, estimation of the cost of tritium

and cobalt-60 production in the systems and probable commercial prices

for these isotopes, and specification of the specific activity of the

cobalt produced. A further objective was to consider, in less detail,

the technical feasibility and economic effect of producing electric

power or process steam concurrently with cobalt-60 or tritium.

Two performance variables are obviously of importance: the cost

of isotope production per curie, and, in the case of cobalt-60 production,

the specific activity of the product. In some respects the requirements

for the attainment of high specific activity run counter to those for

low production cost, and since the effect of specific activity on the

value of the product has not been.specified, it is impossible to optimize

between these two variables. Furthermore, although it is possible to

select what is considered to be an optimum system for minimizing the

production cost - and this has been done - it is not possible to optimize

all of the design variables over a wide range of production rates within

a project of this limited magnitude. The following course was adopted



for arriving at the designs of reactors covering the production range of

interest, after the reactor type had been selected. It was assumed that

high specific activity was of considerable importance, and the general

reactor design was selected as one which would produce relatively high

specific activity. However, in making the design decisions for the

specific reactors involved, the decisions were made primarily in such a

way as to promote low production cost rather than to promote the maximum

specific activity. In arriving at these decisions, the best possible

judgment, assisted by rough analyses of the effects of the decisions on

production costs, were used; but a complete formal optimization of all

of the design variables was not made.

As the results of the various separate analyses which were necessary

to arrive at consistent designs were finally brought together, it became

evident that alternate design decisions might have been somewhat better

in the areas of fuel lifetime and of power density. The alternate

design choices would not have had important effects on production costs,

but the choice of power density does of course affect the specific activity.

On the basis of simplified cost considerations, it seems obvious

that one should strive for the longest possible fuel element lifetime,

since any increase in lifetime reduces the effects of fuel element

fabrication cost and fuel reprocessing cost on the production cost. It

was therefore decided that a quite high burnup (01) should be taken as

a goal, and that although there was some doubt as to the possibility of

attainin' this long lifetime metallurgically, the designs should be so

made that considerations other than metallurgical ones should not limit

the fuel element lifetime. The more detailed studies showed, however,



that at least for the uranium loading selected, the attainment of this

high burnup did not lower the production cost significantly; and indeed

in some cases it increased the cost. This conclusion resulted from the

fact that the decrease in conversion ratio which characterized the long

fuel burnup compensated the accompanying reduction in fuel cost. It

may therefore be said, that although the production costs arrived at are

not appreciably affected by this choice, it is questionable whether the

effort for very long fuel lifetime is worth while.

In the field of small low pressure reactors, where there is no

problem of pressure vessel fabrication, and where the size of the reactor

proper is a very small fraction of the total size of the installation, it

does not appear to be economical to strive for extremely high power

density in the reactor. Consequently the decision was made in the design

study to adopt relatively moderate values for such things as coolant flow

velocity, and to allow the power density to drop considerably below that

which is attained, for example, in the high power test reactors. The

specific activity of product attainable in a given irradiation time in

a given reactor is of course proportional to the power density. When

the finaldesigns of the reactors were brought each to a self-consistent

point, it seemed probable that the power density of the reactors in the

lower production ranges could have been made considerably higher without

increasing the production cost significantly. Consequently, it is

believed that the specific activity values for the smaller reactors are

somewhat lower than they need be.
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Finally, in arriving at a commercial selling price for the isotopes

produced, it is necessary to assign a profit to the production operation

which is consistent with the financial risks involved. The financial

risks are of two types, t'zose involving questions of the market for the

isotopes produced, and those involving the accuracy of the production

cost estimates. Since the scope of this study did not include a market

survey for tritium and cobalt-60, it did not seem reasonable to factor

into the selling price of the isotopes any factor of market risk.

Rather, it was assumed that a market was assured, at least for the period

of the plant write-off, either through the existence of contracts for

the total production of the reactor, or by other means. Further, it was

assumed that the investor would not base his estimated production costs

on the general study reported here, but rather, would decide first on a

single production rate, and would have a more detailed design and cost

estimate made for that particular reactor. Under these circumstances,

a profit margin of 20; of the production cost (before taxes) would seem

reasonable.

The results of the study are given in the following sections. First

a summary of the study and its conclusions is given. This is followed by

a description of the desigrsof four plants covering the specified production

range, and a specification of the production rates of the four reactors

and the cost estimates. Following sections give general discussions of

the principles of isotope production in small reactors, discussion of the

reasoning which led to the choice of the reactor type, and a discussion

of the feasibility of producing electric power or process steam in

conjunction with the production of isotopes.



II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Description of Single-Purpose Reactors

A family of four reactors which range in power from 16.5 MW to

150 MW has been designed to accomplish the production of cobalt-60

and/or tritium. The reactors are all water cooled and moderated, non-

boiling, and employ highly-enriched aluminum-uranium fuel elements of

the ETR type. Control is effected by blade-type elements, loaded with

target material (lithium and/or cobalt-59), that move into and out of

the core by means of horizontal drives. The target material is also

incorporated in plate-type elements which are used to build up the

production blanket. The blanket surrounds the reactor core, and, in

some cases an internal blanket is provided also.

Because of the difference between the fuel element lifetime and

the desired target irradiation (typically 1 year), all designs utilize

separate target and fuel elements. Control blade and target element

design is such that cobalt-59 and Li-6 targets are interchangeable and

hence the production may be varied from 100% tritium to 100% cobalt-60.

Reactor heat is removed by circulating water through the core

and through main heat exchangers; a secondary coolant, also water, dumps

the reactor heat by means of cooling towers. The reactor and main heat

exchangers are located inside a leak-tight steel and concrete enclosure.

Adjacent to the reactor building is an administration building and a

not laboratory building. Spent fuel elements and target assemblies are

-5-



TabJe II-1

Reactor Summary Table

Reactor Power, DMhW

Parameter

Production rate, mega curies/ ear of T (100% loading)
mega curies/year of Co (100% loac ing) 1]

Cobalt specific activity breakdown, mega curies/-ear (100% loading)
<10 curies/gram]

10 to 25 curies/gram
25 to 0 curies/gram]

>40 curie s/gram

Conversion ratio, average (40% Burnup)C

keff, blades in, cold, clean

keff, blades out, hot, end of life]

Temperature coefficient of reactivity, dk/k per 01

Initial fuel loading, Kg of U-235I

Average fuel element life at power for 40% burnup, days

Peak-to-average power ratios

Primary coolant flow rate, gpm

qmx, BTU/hr ft 2

Primary coolant inlet temperature to reactor, F]

Primary coolant inlet pressure to reactor, psia

Heat exchanger area, ft2

Secondary coolant flow rate, gpm]

150 70

1.98
1.23

1.274

4.248

1.822
3.885

0.64

o.86

1.003

1.0 x

40

92

2.32

23,600

790,00

140

245

31,000

L6,5OC

33 16.5

2.40
5.42

1.20h
2.577
1.023
0.612

0.68

0.81

.9884

1o4 1.0 x 10'4

26.9

133

2.32

16,500

>0 534,000

167

220

11,500

7100

0.502
1.13

1.00
2.26

0.776
0.989
0.421
0.074

0.60

0.84

1.027

1.0 x

16.2

170

3.10

8000

560,0

162

220

460

3440

ra'e

O .723
0.394
0.015

0

0.60

0.86

1.023

100 1.0 x 10'

13.0

272

3.10

8000

)0 350,000
183

105

2000

1740



Table II-1 (continued)

Log mean temperature difference, F

Number of fuel elements

Length of fuel elements, ft

Number of target elements

Number of control rods

150

49.5

62

3

82

6 double
2 single

Pressure vessel details

Inside diameter, ft

Length, ft

Shell thickness, inches

Material

Design pressure, psia

Design temperature, OF

7

16

0.75

300

250

m_

Reactor
70

61

62

2

82

6 double
2 single

7

15

0,70

- AISI 30hl

280

250

Power, MW
33

70

30

2.5

h8

5 single

6

15

0.60

stainless -

280

265

16.5

79

30

2

48

5 single

6

15

0, 4o
150

265



transferred by means of a canal from the reactor building to the hot

laboratory, where the target material is processed and the fuel elements

are prepared for shipment. Table II-1 summarizes the characteristics

of the several reactors.

B. Production Rates and Costs of Single-Purpose Reactors

The production rates of the four reactors range from 0.5 mega-

curies of tritium (or 1.13 megacuries of Co-60) per year to 5 megacuries

of tritium (or 11.23 megacuries of Co-60) per year based on an irradia-

tion period of one year (see Fig. 1). Because of the difference in nuclear

characteristics of tritium and cobalt-60, one curie of tritium is equiva-

lent to 2.255 curies of Co-60 in a one year irradiation period. Hence

in a reactor designed for an annual production of 5 megacuries of tritium,

if Co-60 production were substituted for 20% of the designed tritium

production, the reactor would have an annual production of 4 megacuries

of tritium and 2.26 megacuries of Co-60, while a 50% division of

production would yield 2.5 megacuries of tritium and 5.64 megacuries

of Co-60. These production rates are shown in Figure 1 as a function

of reactor power and the division of production between tritium and

cobalt-60.

Because of the difference in production of tritium and cobalt-60,

(curies) the unit cost (in $/curie) of cobalt-60 will be less than that

of tritium by a factor of 2.26. Assuming a ten year write-off of the

capital investment the unit cost of tritium produced varied from $0.95

per curie in the large (150 MW) reactor to $3.72/curie in the small

(16.5 MW) reactor. For a five year write-off of the capital costs,

-8-



the production costs varied from $1.24 per curie of tritium to $5.00

per curie. Corresponding costs for cobalt-60 production ranged from

$0.43 per curie to $1.65 per curie for a ten year write-off and $0.55

per curie to $2.22 per curie for a five year write-off of capital

investment. In all cases, the selling prices were assumed to be 20%

larger than the production costs. These cost data are shown in Figures

2a and 2b. Regardless of the division of production between tritium

and cobalt-60, or of the capital write-off period, there is a significant

decrease in unit cost of the product as the production capacity is

increased.

The effect of fuel burnup on the cost of the isotopes produced

has also been investigated. The results (see Fig. 3) indicate that

the cost of the isotopes produced in the larger reactors (70 to 150 MW)

is not sensitive to fuel burnup in the range above 20% burnup of the

initial U-235 loading. In the case of the small reactors (33 and 16.5 MW)

there is an indication of an optimum burnup in the vicinity of 22% of

the initial U-235 loading. The maximum difference in isotope cost in

these reactors was only 5% between the cost at optimum burnup (~'22%)

and 40% burnup. At burnups of less than 20%, the isotope cost from all

reactors increased as the burnup decreased. Therefore, it appears to

be reasonable to design for a 20% burnup, which is well established as

technically feasible.

C. Concurrent Production of Electric Power or Process Steam

If tritium is produced in a power reactor at a conversion ratio

of about 0.6, the sale of electric power at 7.5 mills per kilowatt hour

-9-



will yield a revenue of forty to fifty cents for every curie of tritium

produced. Consequently, it might be expected that the joint production

of isotopes and power would be promising, particularly for production

capacities in the higher ranges, where the production cost in single-

purpose reactors is down in the range of one dollar per curie. It is

believed that the boiling water reactor is most suitable as the

dual-purpose reactor, provided very high specific activity of the product

is not required. An estimate of the production cost in a 62 MW boiling

reactor (1.77 x 106 curies of tritium per year), based on the concept

of a modified EBWR, indicated that in this power range the net cost of

production in the dual-purpose reactor is about the same as that in the

single-purpose reactor. However, the dual-purpose production cost suffers

from a very high fuel fabrication cost, and there may be possibilities

of cost reductions in this area.

For production in the very low capacity ranges (approximately

0.5 to 2 million curies per year) it is believed that the low-pressure

(300 psi) boiling reactor, fueled with aluminum-uranium plates, may be

at least as cheap to build and operate as the single-purpose reactors.

The joint production of isotopes and process steam in such reactors

would be an attractive possibility if the desired production capacity

falls within the low range, and if very high specific activity of product

is not required.



III. PLAIT DESIGN

It is possible only to approximate an optimized reactor system design

at the conceptual level, because of the very large number of variables

present, and because the cost effects of certain practical considera-

tions can be determined only by detailed design and analysis. Accordingly

the designs were initiated by fixing some of the variables, relying on

experience and rough analyses to ensure that the values chosen did not

force the resulting design far from the optimum. The subsequent para-

graphs detail some of the variables so chosen.

It is believed uneconomic in this reactor size range to strive for

the ultimate in high power density. Furthermore, the reactor core

structure chosen to facilitate handling of the fuel and target material

is one which is best suited to the use of moderate flow rates and

pressure drops. Consequently, with such an arrangement it was believed

advantageous to keep as low a coolant flow rate as possible, consistent

with the desired heat transfer, and a maximum channel speed of 21 feet

per second was selected.

To reduce reactor building costs it was decided that the coolant

0
bulk temperature should be kept below 212 F, so no important quantity

of stored energy be present in the system. Also, the design pressure

was set at a maximum of 300 psia to reduce seal problems on control rods,

pumps, and valves.

* Although the pressurizer does contain water at about 3500F its
volume is small.

-10-





To minimize handling costs and to give the operating flexibility

desired for alternate tritium or cobalt-60 production, the fuel and

target elements were designed to be separate. In the single-purpose

reactors this is particularly advantageous because the fuel element

reactivity lifetime is significantly shorter than the optimum target

irradiation times.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the general plant layout and a schematic

diagram of the piping.

For this study the optimum reactor system was defined as that

reactor system which produces a desired amount of product at the lowest

product unit cost. Since production is related directly to reactor

power, the question then becomes one of minimizing the total cost of a

reactor to produce a given number of megawatts. The total cost is

composed of operating cost, fuel cost, and capital charges.. The

operating costs cannot be "optimized" in the engineering sense as the

operating supplies and labor force are fairly well dictated by experience

with other reactors of this general type. The fuel costs can be

optimized by choosing a reasonably small core to do the job, and by

picking an optimum fuel cycle. Unfortunately, the biggest item in fuel

costs, that of burnup charges, is fixed by the number of tMWD obtained

from a gram of fuel, and since the reactor does not convert fertile

material, the burnup cost is not a variable. Implicit in this discus--

sion is the consideration that the production unit cost could be

decreased by increasing the conversion ratio at a constant power.

Considerations relating to conversion ratio are discussed in Section V.

-11-



The last cost item, the capital charge, is somewhat more clearcut

as to an optimization procedure. The designer has two reactor parameters

that can be varied, given a 'core design and a power, namely the reactor

coolant flow rate and the reactor coolant inlet temperature. The same

power can be extracted from a given reactor as the coolant flow rate

is reduced provided the inlet temperature is reduced. The former

reduces pump size while the latter increases main heat exchanger size,

and some optimum exists. It should be realized, of course, that operat-

ing expenses enter the picture since a smaller pump can mean less costly

operation as well as reduced capital charges. In addition, the secondary

coolant flow rate is a variable and can also influence costs; a decrease

in the secondary coolant flow rate increases the main heat exchanger

size and an optimum is indicated.

Five alternate cooling system designs were carried out on the 150 MW

reactor to try and optimize the main heat exchanger and cooling tower.

An optimum was found and the value of the parameters shown in Table II-1

are the optimized values.

In the following sections the designs for the four different produc-

tion plants are described. Each plant consists of a reactor building

which contains the reactor and the primary cooling circuit, an admini-

stration and control building which contains the reactor control room,

a hot laboratory for processing the exposed target material, a filter

house and stack, and cooling towers.

-12-



A. Reactor Physics

1. Constants

The physics characteristics of the reactor configurations

chosen for isotope production are based on three-group diffusion-theory

calculations. The groups are roughly classified as fast, epithermal,

and thermal with the fast group extending from 10 Mev to 180 Kev,

the epithermal group from 180 Kev to a thermal cutoff (4 kT), and the

thermal group taken as Maxwellian up to the thermal cutoff. To include

the effect of spectral hardening, the thermal flux is treated as a

shifted Maxwellian with a most probable energy corresponding to Teff,

where Teff is taken to be 800C higher than the moderator temperature.

The reactor physics constants are based on the recipes

given by Deutsch wherein it is indicated that reasonably good agreement

is obtained with experimental results, both as to reactivity and flux

distributions. The constants obtained are strictly applicable for a

homogeneous mixture of the materials in a given reactor cell and hence

must be corrected for the heterogeneous nature of the cell structure.

The presence, in the core and blankets, of the control blades or aluminum

followers and of the associated water gap between rows of fuel and blanket

assemblies introduces important self-shielding effects on reactivity and

on' isotope production. These effects are included in the calculations

of the reactor constants as briefly described below.

-13-
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Consider first the case of the aluminum follower in the

water channel in either the core region or the blanket regions. The

slab-shape region between successive followers, excluding the water-gap

clearance adjacent to the followers, was homogenized and the thermal

constants for this region (referred to as region I) were obtained as

previously indicated. Solution of the thermal diffusion equation for

the relative thermal flux distribution over the water-gap clearance

and region I was then obtained by taking the neutron slowing-down

density as proportional to the water volume-fraction in each of the

two regions. The aluminum follower sees essentially the same average

flux as prevails in the water-gap. The thermal constants ath> Fth'

and 'wtrth for the large cell (which includes region I, the follower,

and the water-gap) are then obtained by weighting the individual

constants in each region according to the relative volume and relative

average thermal flux in the region. By this procedure, the absorptions

of the aluminum follower and water gap are weighted more strongly than

the absorption in region I due to the moderate flux peaking in the

water gap. The "intracell" thermal flux distribution within region I

introduces further self-shielding of the fuel in the core region and

of the isotope-target material in the blanket regions; this is accounted

for separately by disadvantage-factor calculations (see Appendix A for

details).

Consider next the case of the control blades in the water

channel in either the core region or the blanket regions. The slab-

shape region between successive control slabs (which includes the



aluminum clad on the control poison material and the adjacent water gap)

was homogenized to obtain the thermal constants for the re ion. By use

of the absorption-area concept, the localized absorption of the control

blades is replaced by an equivalent poison absorption cross-section

uniformly distributed over the entire cell region (see footnote). In

this manner, the discreet absorption of the control slab is properly

accounted for, both as to reactivity-control capability and to isotope

production. For the three-group theory formulation used herein, both

the epithermal and thermal absorption areas were obtained for the

control-blades and converted, as. indicated by Greebler,* into equiva-

lent epithermal and thermal absorption cross-sections for the control

blades. As for the case of the aluminum follower in the water channel,

intracell-distribution disadvantage-factors are further calculated to

account for self-shielding of the fuel in the core region and of the

isotope-target material (not including the control blades which were

treated as indicated above) in the blanket regions.

The three-group diffusion equations are:

Df \2 (f - a+ a+ 5df) + c (Fe oe+ Fth Nth = 0

De c7 e- Lae + '-sde) + d f = 0

Dth c 0th -Lth 0th + 1-d e = 0

The significance of the three-group constants is evident from the

formulation and subscripts used. For example, e is the slowing-down

* Creebler, P., Control Rod Calculations for Determination of Reactivity

and Power Distribution, Nuclear Science and Engineering: 3,445-+55 (1958).
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macroscopic cross-section from the epithermal to the thermal group,

Fth is the thermal fission cross-section, etc. A tabulation of

the constants for the core and blankets of the isotope-production

reactors is presented in Table III-1 for the various conditions of

interest. The calculations for the hot-poisoned end-of-life condition

are to: (1) establish that the stipulated burnup can be achieved for

the reactor design with the specified fuel loading, and (2) determine

the conversion ratio, power distribution, and isotope production rate

for a given power level at the end of life. The cold-clean beginning-

of-life condition is calculated to determine the shutdown reactivity

obtained with the cobalt control blades fully in the core.

2. Cylindrical Approximation

One-dimensional cylindrical calculations were made for

solution of the three-group equations using an IBM-650 computer program

developed at GNEC. In order to accomplish these calculations the

geometry of the cores must be converted to an equivalent cylindrical

geometry which maintains the same net neutron leakage from the core.

For the 16.5- and 33-MW reactors which have nearly rectangular cross-

sections with no central blanket-region (Fig. 13), the conversion is

straightforward. Let X and Y be the lengths of the sides of a core of

rectangular cross-section. Then the equivalent core radius is given by:

222
2 2.405 2 2 2

Br = -
R +E X+20 Y+2



Table III-1. - Three-Group Constants for Cobalt-Production Reactors

(a) Condition Hot. oisoned. end of if (Ca cn '-'.JLLJ J l d1 a ~ .L

Df De Dth df sde LFe Fth af "ae Sath

blades

ae

Cores 1, 3, and 4
4o% burnup
650 gm loading 1.748 .995 .251 .0376 .0480 .00369 .0531 0 .00609 .0843 0

Core 2
30% burnup
650 gm loading 1.749 .996 .249 .0376 .0480 .00430 .0617 0 .00692 .0943 0

8-plate blanket
assembly 1.676 .765 .191 .0432 .0571 0 0 0 .0198 .128 .0124

10 -plate blanket
assembly 1.665 .769 .195 .0412 .0514 0 0 0 .0214 .150 .0125

(b) Condition - Cold, clean, beginning of life (Cobalt control blades in core)

Cores 1,2,3, and 4
650 gm loading 1.727 .913 .201 .0398 .0508 .00687 .1033 0 .0239 .177 .0134

8-plate blanket

assembly 1.658 .8o6 .187 .0422 .0548 0 0 0 .00742 .0947 0

10-plate blanket
assembly 1.648 .811 .191 .0403 .0493 0 0 0 .00895 .114 0

Note: [blades and [blades are the equivalent uniformly-distributed absorption cross-sections represented

ae ath
by the control blades.

ae and ath are the total absorption cross-sections including the equivalent absorption of the

control blades.

blad

ath

0

0

.0324

.0344

.039

0

0

,-,- r e-- e- s,- +" - r""+""vf... .f J' .. .. l 6Lv tV1V. UC 11 1C1K-r bl k t+



where 6 is the reflector saving, determined as 5 cm for the blanket

compositions of interest. The net neutron leakage from the ends of the

core (into the top and bottom blankets) is accounted for by introducing

an equivalent loss term, in each of the three-group equations, equal to

l 2

D

D Hc +6 )2

where He is the core height and D is the diffusion-coefficient appropriate

to each group.

For the 70- and 150-MW reactors, the central-blanket region

introduces uncertainties in the setting up of the appropriate mathe-

matical model for the reactor configuration. For these reactors, the

equivalent outer radius Ro of the core was obtained as indicated above

for the 16.5- and 33-MW reactors. The inner core radius Ri for the

mathematical cylindrical model was chosen such that Ro - Ri is equal

to the thickness of the three-fuel-element side of the core cross-section

(see Fig. 12). The three-fuel-element side has the larger bounding

surface area adjacent to the centralblanket region. For these reactors,

the net leakage from the core is controlled mainly by the thickness of

the core cross-section. The reactivity of the physical reactor con-

figuration will be quite sensitive to small changes in geometry of the

core cross-section; it is expected that, at the most, only small adjust-

ments in the core cross-section from that shown in Figure 12 may be

required in order for the physical reactor to conform to the mathematical

model used herein for the calculations.



3. Fluxes and Specific Activities

The relative radial flux variation for the cylindrical model

of the reactor is given by the solution of the three-group equations.

The axial variation between horizontal planes located at the top and

the bottom of the core is taken as a cutoff cosine function corresponding

to an axial reflector saving 5 of 5 cm. Hence, at any position (r, Z)

of the reactor between the two horizontal planes, the flux variation

is given by:

i1 = Ai $i (r) cos .Z

He+ 2(5

where i refers to either fast, epithermal, or thermal values, 0i (r)

is the radial flux variation given by the three-group equations, Z is

axial distance measured from the core midplane, and A1 is the normalizing

factor for the flux 0i.

The isotope production is determined principally by the

thermal-neutron absorption rate, with epithermal-neutron absorption

contributing only a small percentage of the total production. Hence,

the specific-activity breakdown of the total isotope production is

dependent, for all practical purposes, on the thermal flux values.

For the physical reactor, the average thermal flux in the

core is given by:

10

th =3.1 x 10 x reactor power in MW

Fth x actual core volume
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Hence, for the cylindrical reactor model, the normalizing factor for

the thermal flux, Ath, is given by the relation:

'J Z

Athf0th(r) cos d Vc(Hc + 2 0i
~ Cth

vc

where Vc is the core volume for the cylindrical model and the integration

extends over this volume. Hence, the absolute thermal flux over the

reactor volume contained between horizontal planes located at the top

and the bottom of the core can be specified.

The axial variation of thermal flux through the top and

bottom blankets is taken to have the same shape as the radial variation

in the outer side blanket of the reactor. This flux variation is

matched to the absolute flux values in the horizontal planes located

at the top and bottom of the core.

As indicated in Appendix A, the specific activity of the

isotope produced is directly related to the absolute thermal flux at

the position of irradiation. Hence, from the thermal flux map over the

blanket regions, the total isotope production and breakdown of total

production in accordance to ranges of specific activity produced can

be obtained.

The results obtained by the foregoing procedure are only

applicable to conditions existing at the end of life of the fuel charge

for which the conversion ratio is a minimum. During the life of a fuel

charge, the control slabs are inserted various 'distances into the core
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so as to absorb the excess neutrons to maintain criticality. The

blanket absorptions are of the core leakage neutrons whose proportion

does not vary much during the life of the fuel charge; hence it is to be

expected that the blanket conversion ratio remains nearly constant during

the life of a fuel charge and is nearly equal to the total conversion

ratio at the end-of-life conditions. The difference between the isotope

production averaged over the life of a fuel charge and the production

corresponding to the cobalt absorption rate at the end of life hence

represents the extra isotope production in the control slabs due to

their being in the core for control. The method of obtaining the

average isotope production during the life of a fuel charge is discussed

in the following section. However, it is assumed that the specific-

activity breakdown of production remains in the same proportion as that

calculated by the above procedures for the end-of-life conditions.

Figures 7 and 8 give, for the four reactor designs, the

absolute thermal fluxes as a function of radial distance from the core

centers at the reactor midplane. Figures 9 and 10 present corresponding

specific activity values for the cobalt production.

4. Production

The average conversion ratio Rc during the life of a fuel

charge can be calculated directly on the basis of the over-all neutron

economy of the reactor. First consider the conversion ratio at the

end of life, Rc,end

eC0
Rend 1 La,b A

Rcendfend ..CO + Al+H2 0

La,b a,b



Here, subscript "end" refers to the end-of-life condition and "b"

to the blanket. The superscript"Cd' refers to cobalt-59; however, the

form of the equations would be the same for any target material. The

nacroscopic absorption cross-sections Za are thermal values. The

fraction of neutrons entering the blanket region which leak through

without being absorbed is given by 1 - A; A has been found to be of

the order of 0.95. A good approximation that can be made during the

life of a fuel charge is that the ratio of neutron leakage from the

core to neutron production in the core remains constant. This approxi-

mation is valid because: (1) the major neutron leakage from the core

is of fast and epithermal neutrons with only a small contribution from

the thermalized neutrons, and (2) the isotope production is not

particularly sensitive to changes in neutron leakage during the life

of a charge with only the division between production in the control

blades and in the blanket target material being changed. With this

approximation, the ratio (Ii f - 1)/f and hence f remain constant during

the life of a fuel charge, where f must now include the effective

absorption of the control blades when in the core region. Consistent

with this approximation, the conversion ratio in the blanket is taken

to remain constant during the life of a fuel charge.

The extra absorption of the control slabs during their

presence in the core over the life of a fuel charge must now be

accounted for. The thermal utilization f averaged over the life of
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a fuel charge can be written as:

U

a,ave fae .f
Al+H 2 0 P Iblades ave end

Ea , wave a, ave Ca

where subscript "ave" indicates average value during life of a fuel

charge, and superscript P denotes Xe and Sm and long-lived fission-

product poisons. Hence,

blades Al+H20 p

Rc blades 'a a -aave _-1
U feUend
a,ave a,ave

and the average total conversion ratio during the life of a fuel

charge is:

Rc = Rc,end + Rc,blades

An alternate procedure for obtaining isotope production

(or conversion ratio) corresponding to the rate at the end-of-life

conditions was described in the previous section. This procedure

gives, basically:

V a th d V

Rc,end = b th

a h thd
Vc

where Vb represents the blanket volume and Vc the core volume. The

values of Rc,end by the two procedures agree within about five percent,

which is considered a satisfactory check.



5. Control

The basic requirements for the control slabs are that:

(1) a safe margin of shutdown reactivity be provided at the cold-clean

condition with the slabs fully in the core; (2) the control function

leads to isotope production; (3) minimum flux peaking occurs in the

control-slab water-channels when the slabs are withdrawn from the

core; and (4+) minimum over-all power distortions over the core volume

occur at various withdrawn slab positions. The control-slab configura-

tion and programming schedules possible with this configuration satisfy

these requirements in as practical a manner as possible.

The control poison chosen is 0.22-inch thick cobalt or

1.3 weight percent concentration of Li-6 alloyed with aluminum.

Control-wise, these two are equivalent. However, because of its high

thermal absorption cross-section, Li-6 burns out at a significant rate

with reactor operation. Figure 11 is a plot of relative thermal

absorption of the Li-6 alloy control blade versus irradiation exposure

in nvt. The control blades are exposed, on the average, to a thermal

flux of 7 x 1013. For one-year reactor operation this corresponds to

an nvt of 2.2 x 1021 for which value Figure 11 gives a relative thermal

absorption of 0.75, or essentially 25-percent burnout. Hence, a higher

concentration of Li-6 than 1.3 weight percent is initially required

in the control blades if the same blades are to be used for more than

a single fuel charge. In any case, the required Li-6 concentration

is much lower than what can be attained with no fabrication difficulties

(-5 percent).
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As described in the section under "Constants," the effective

poisoning of the control slab is calculated by the absorption area

technique. The transmission probability of the slabs is 10-percent for

thermal neutrons. At the cold-clean condition with slabs fully in

the core, keff is calculated as 0.81 to 0.86 for the different reactors

so that a large shutdown-reactivity margin is provided.

The water-gap peaking with the aluminum-follower in the

water channel was calculated as described in the section under "Constants.

For the 0.25-inch water gap remaining on each side of the follower, the

flux-peaking factor (ratio of thermal-flux in fuel-plate adjacent to

water-gap to thermal-flux in average fuel plate) is 1.30.

With control-slabs between each row of fuel elements and

with the possibility of withdrawing adjacent control slabs in opposite

directions, considerable flexibility exists in rod programming to avoid

any large over-all power distortions over the core volume during the

lifetime of the fuel.
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B. Mechanical Design of Reactor

1. General

This section describes the mechanical design of four reactors

for the production of radioactive cobalt and/or tritium at different

production rates. The main mechanical characteristics of each reactor

are listed in Table III-2. Each reactor is of the pressurized water

type, using light water as moderator and coolant and employing highly-

enriched uranium as fuel. The active lattice is made up of individual

fuel elements of the ETR type. The two largest reactors have island

type core geometries in which the fuel elements surround a central

region composed of target material, and then are themselves surrounded

by a blanket region of target elements (see Fig. 12). The two smaller

reactors have simple cores without internal blankets; the cores.are

surrounded by blankets of target material (Fig. 13). All of the designs

have upper and lower blanket regions as well as control blades that

contain cobalt and/or lithium for the further production of isotopes.

The control blades in each design move horizontally and

those J.n the central region of the core have aluminum followers to

reduce the width of the water channel which is left between fuel elements

when the blades are withdrawn (Fig. 12), Both the control blades and

followers of any one control assembly are attached to a steel beam

which moves horizontally in the reactor vessel. The beam is supported

on rollers from the upper grid plate (Fig. 14).

The permanent reactor core structure consists of a matrix

of square aluminum boxes which hold the fuel assemblies and blanket
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Table III-2

Mechanical Design Characteristics of Four Reactors

Operating power (thermal MW)

Production rate, curies of
tritium/year

Number of fuel elements

Dimensions of fue, elements, in.

Number fuel plates/element

Thickness of fuel plates, in.

Blanket arrangement

Number of target elements

Number of control rods

150

4.98 x 106

62

3x3x36

19

0.05

Internal
and

External

82

6 double
2 single

70

2.40 x 106

62

3x3x24

19

0.05

Internal
and

External

82

6 double
2 single

33

1.00 x 106

30

3x3x30

19

0.05

External

48

5 single

16.5

0.50 x 106

30

3x3x24

19

0.05

External

48

5 single

Pressure vessel details

Inside diameter, ft

Length, ft

Shell thickness, in.

Material

Design pressure, psi

Design temperature, F

7 7

16 15

.75 "75

TSI 3014

300 280

250 250

6 6

15 15

.60 .40

stainless

280 150

265 265
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assemblies and confine the coolant flow around each assembly. The

boxes are assembled into rows, of length equal to the width of core

plus blanket, and the rows of boxes are assembled to form the complete

structure, in such a way that control rod channels are left open

between adjacent rows of boxes (Fig. 15, 16). In the core region,

the loading for each box consists of three items: a lower blanket

element with an attached end transition piece, a fuel element, and an

upper blanket element with an attached end transition piece. The

three elements, in the order named above, are stacked one above the

other in the box, and are held down by a locking bar against a spring

in the bottom of the box which prevents rattling of the elements under

coolant flow forces. Coolant flow is upward through the boxes. The

entire core structure is supported from the upper grid plate, which in

turn is bolted to a ring welded to the pressure vessel wall (Fig. l4).,

The stainless steel pressure vessel is supported by a

network of I-beams that transfers the loads to the biological shield

surrounding the reactor. A steel skirt is bolted to the concrete

foundation beneath the vessel to serve as a lateral support (Fig. 14).

2. Fuel Elements

The fuel elements for each reactor are ETR plate-type

aluminum-uranium assemblies. Each element consists of 19 plates,

each plate having a meat thickness of .020 inch : and a clad thickness

of .015 inch for a total plate thickness of .050 inch. Each plate is

composed of 32.7% uranium and 67.3% aluminum (excluding cladding) and

is crimped into aluminum side plates to form approximately a 3 inch

by 3 inch assembly (Fig. 17).



The water gap between plates is .115 inch. The 150 MW reactor has an

active core length of 36 inches, the 70 and 16.5 MW reactors have

active core lengths of 24 inches, while the 31 MW reactor has a length

of 30 inches.

3. Upper and Lower Blanket (Reflector) Elements

Located above and below the fuel elements are the upper

and lower blanket regions, containing target material and extending

for approximately six inches above and below the reactor core. The

upper and lower blanket assemblies (reflector pieces, Fig. 17) are

fabricated much the same as the fuel elements. Each assembly consists

of eight plates of .050-inch thickness, crimped into aluminum side

plates. Each plate may be composed of cobalt strips, canned in aluminum

for the production of radio-cobalt, or may be a clad aluminum-lithium

alloy for the production of tritium. Each element in the upper and

lower blanket region is fabricated with an aluminum transition piece

of approximately six-inch length. The transition is made from the

3 by 3 square blanket section to a two-inch diameter circle at the

entrance and exit.

4. Inner and Outer Radial Blanket Elements

The inner and outer radial blanket elements are fabricated

in .a manner similar to that used for the upper and lower blanket elements.

The length of the target material is equal to the height of the core

plus the upper and lower blankets. Each element has an upper and lower

transition piece of six--inch length, the lower piece being closed to

primary water flow except for small orifice holes to allow some flow

for cooling purposes.
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5. Core Support Structure

Each fuel and target element is enclosed in an aluminum box

whose functions are to hold the element and to confine the coolant

flow. The assembly of boxes constitutes the permanent core structure.

At the bottom of each box is a coil spring which supplies an initial

compression on each element (Fig. 15). The compression is achieved by

placing the element into its box and holding it down by means of a

locking bar which passes across the top of each row of elements.

The locking bar is hinged to the grid plate at one end of the row and

is latched to the grid at the other end (Figs. 14 and 17). The central

rows of aluminum boxes are separated by gaps of 0.650 inch to allow

passage of the control blades. The control blade channels are sealed

along the bottom and sides of the core to prevent the flow of primary

water; however, some orifice holes are provided at the bottom to allow

enough flow for cooling purposes.

Two schemes seem feasible for the fabrication of the aluminum

box structure of the core. One scheme employs a brazed assembly for

each row of boxes. Two large aluminum side plates would be grooved

approximately every three inches to accept separator plates which are

themselves approximately three inches deep (Fig. 15). The separator

plates would be placed into the grooves of the larger side plates and

the assembly brazed to form one row of boxes. A second method consists

of spot welding or riveting extruded aluminum boxes together to form

each row of elements (Fig. 16). In either case, each row of boxes is

ultimately bolted to the grid plate, and the adjacent rows of boxes are
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fastened together at their bottoms and at their ends by the filler

strips (seal block, Figs. 15, 16) which close the control-rod channels.

The hydraulic thrust on each fuel element assembly, due to differences

between inlet and outlet pressures, is transferred directly from the

element to the locking bar and then to the grid plate. The upward

thrust on the permanent core structure due to the flow pressure drop

is also applied to the grid plate, through the integral core structure.

6. Control Blades and Drives

Each control blade is loaded into the reactor through a

slot in the steel support beam and then is locked to the beam by means

of a latch (Fig. 18). Each blade is composed of an aluminum can inside

which is placed target material. Figure 18 shows a typical construction

in which the target material consists of cobalt strips approximately

2 cm. wide and 2 mm. thick. At the bottom of each blade are. steel

rubbing pins to prevent binding should the blade tilt during operation.

and rub along the sides of the element boxes. During normal operation,

to increase reactivity, the blades are moved from a fuel region into a

target region, while the aluminum followers then take the place of the

blades in the fuel region to prevent a large water gap. It was assumed

for all the reactor designs that a rack and pinion type drive would be

employed. For scram the driving motor would be disconnected from the

system and an independent source of stored energy would accelerate the

blade-follower system. A hydraulic damper placed on the drive shaft

would prevent excessive decelerations during this operation. The seals

are placed at the outer ends of the shafts and outside the biological
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shield to be accessible and to keep them out of the radiation field.

The drivesand scram mechanism are also located outside the biological

shield so that they may be inspected and serviced during shutdown.

"Unibal"rod ends are placed at the ends of the drive shaft and steel

support beam to allow for misalignment (Fig. 18).

In all cases the direction of motion of the control elements

is such that they are pushed in the direction which increases reactivity

and pulled in the direction which decreases reactivity.

In the two larger reactors, when one of the control elements

is moved to increase reactivity, one of its absorber blades will move

into the central blanket and the other will move into the outer blanket.

In the two smaller reactors the entire absorbing portion of each control

element moves into the outer blanket.

The system of moving alternate control elements in opposite

directions makes it possible largely to balance out the effects of' flux

distortions caused by partially inserted control elements. A possible

rod program for the small reactors might be, for example, the following.

Initially all control.elements would be partially withdrawn, and the

initial reactor operation (new core) would perhaps be with the rods

"overlapping" to some extent in the central core region to give a desirable

flux flattening in the East-West direction. As further reactivity

increases become necessary the two end elements could be completely

withdrawn, individually. The reactor would then have some flattening

in both East-West and North-South directions. For further reactivity

increase the three central elements could be withdrawn simultaneously
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to the half-way mark, and the flux would still be flattened in the

North-South direction. A further increase could be accomplished by

moving the central element into the core, and at the same time with-

drawing the two adjacent elements, until finally only the central

element is left, fully inserted, To attain a further reactivity increase

the central element would have to be withdrawn gradually. This is the

only element which would produce a completely uncompensated flux

distortion,

7. Pressure Vessel

The largest reactor pressure vessel is approximately 7 feet

inside diameter and 16 feet long; the vessels are proportionally smaller

for the lower power designs. The vessel sizes and their design pressures

and temperatures are listed in Table III-2, Each vessel is conventional

in design with an elliptical bottom head welded to the vessel and an

elliptical top head which is removable and is bolted to the flange of

the pressure vessel shell. Two pipes are welded to the bottom of each

vessel shell, diametrically opposite each other, for the inlet of

primary water, while two similar pipes are welded to the top of the

vessel shell, also diametrically opposed, for the outlet of the primary

flow to the heat exchangers, The material for each vessel design was

assumed to be AISI.-304 stainless steel (Fig, 14). The vessel is supported

by a series of pads welded to the vessel shell and bolted to a network

of I-beams that carry the loads to the biological shield. The supports

are near to the level of the control rod shafts to minimize the movement

of the shafts during thermal expansion. Water surrounds the reactor
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vessel to serve as a thermal shield for the concrete biological shield

and also to serve as a reservoir of water to minimize the possibility

of loss of coolant.

C. Cooling System and Auxiliaries (Fig. 6)

1., Reactor Heat Transfer

The criterion used in the thermal design of the four reactors

under consideration was that the ratio (Tsa-Tin)/(T l-Tg) never be

less than a value of 1.63. The various terms in the ratio are defined

as follows:

Tsat = saturation temperature corresponding to the

existing pressure, F

Tin = reactor coolant inlet temperature, F

Twan = wall temperature, OF

The term Twau-Ti was calculated by the following heat balance equation:

Ac%9axLo r fX lrL
Twall-Tin = sin - +sin

L Mc Cp Lo 2 Lo

+ -a cos

h Lo

where:

Ac = heat transfer area per channel, ft2

gmax = maximum heat generation rate, BTU/hr ft 2

L = length of active fuel element, ft

Lo = L + two reflector savings

Mc = coolant flow rate in a channel, ?h/hr

Cp = specific heat of coolant, BTU/lb OF

h = heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr ft2 OF



Values of h were obtained from the Dittus-Boelter equation using fluid

properties listed in the Nuclear Engineering Handbook and evaluated at

the film temperature. Values of amax were obtained by dividing the

total reactor thermal power by the heat transfer area and multiplying

by the appropriate peak--to-average power factors. These peak-to-average

ratios are given in Table III-3. These peak to average ratios are the

products of the axial, radial and control channel flux peaking factors.

Axial peak-to-average powers are shown in Figures 19 and 20 . Control

rod channel peaking accounted for a factor of 1.3 in all cases while

the axial peak to average was calculated by the following equation:

max

Pang aia

L

2 Lo sin iLo
2L%

Reactor
Designation

1

2

3

.4

Table III-3

Peak-To-Average Ratios For Various Reactors

Tritium Production Thermal
Rate, curies/yr Power, MW

4.98 x 106 150

2.40 x 106 70

1.00 x 106 33

0.50 x 106 16.5

PeakTo-
Average Ratio

2.32

2.32

3.10

3.10
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The hot spot temperature, as a function of coolant inlet temperature,

is shown in Table III-4 for reactor 1, and the values of Tsat necessary



to meet the design criterion, and the corresponding saturation pressure

(Psat) are tabulated also.

Table III-4

Hot Spot Data for Reactor 1

gma~ = 790,000 BTU/hr ft2

L =3 ft

Channel speed = 21 ft/sec

Inlet Temperature T Tsat

130 286 3841

140 297 396

150 306 404

Psat
psia

205

236

260

A choice of an inlet temperature of 14O0F, based on considerations of

heat exchanger size and system design pressure, led to a system pressure

of about 245 psia at the inlet to the core, since the pressure drop from

the inlet to the hot spot was about 10 psi. Inlet coolant parameters

for reactors '2, 3, and 4 are given in Table III-5. It would have been

Table 111-5

Inlet Coolant Parameters

150 MW 70_MW 33_MW 1.

Flow rate, gpm 23,600 16,500 8000. 8000.

Inlet temperature, F 140.0 167.0 162.0 183.0

Outlet temperature, F 185.5 196.0 190.0 197.0

Channel speed, ft/sec 21.5 15.0 15.0 15.0

Inlet pressure, psia 245 220 220 105

9
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possible to operate reactor number 2 at a higher inlet temperature

if a higher pressure had been selected. This would have resulted in

an exit coolant temperature in excess of 212 0F, however, and it was

decided that the average coolant temperature should always be less

0
than 212 F to prevent flashing upon loss of pressure. This criterion

is consistent with a containment shell which will not withstand large

internal pressures.

2. Heat Exchangers

The heat exchangers were designed by conventional methods

described in McAdams' "Heat Transmission." The secondary water inlet

temperature was taken to be 800F. The method used yields an optimum

design based on heat exchanger fixed costs and pumping costs. It was

decided to place as much of the primary cooling system above the core

as possible, to eliminate the possibility of emptying the pressure

vessel of water in the event of a coolant line rupture. This- resulted

in the exchangers for reactor 1 being split into two exchangers operated

in series with respect to both primary and secondary flows. The

exchangers as a whole operate in counterflow and are single-pass units

employing shell side baffles. Heat exchanger characteristics are shown

in Table III-6. The table applies to one of the two coolant loops which

serve each reactor (i.e. in the 150 MW case it includes the two series

exchangers in the loop).
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Tube side f

Heat transf

Tube length

Tube outsid

Tube wall t

Tube pitch,

Tube materi

Shell side

over-all sh

Shell outsi

Secondary c

Table iI-6

Heat Exchanger Characteristics

(For one of the two coolant loops per reactor)

150 MW 70 MW 33 MW

luid Primary Primary Primary
cooling H2 0 cooling H20 cooling H20

er area, ft2  15,500 5250 2520

, ft 21.0 10.0 10.0

e diam., in. 1.0 1.0 1.0

hickness, in. 0.049 0.049 0.049

in. 0.25 0.25 0.25

al 304 S.S. 304 S.S. 304 S.S.

fluid Secondary Secondary Secondary
cooling H20 cooling H2 0 cooling H20

ell length,ft 23 12 12

de diam., ft 6.6 5.5 3.9

oolant 8250 3700 1720
flow rate, gpm

Shell material

Log mean temperature
differential, OF

Carbon
steel

49.5

Carbon
steel

68

Carbon
steel

62

16.5 Mw

Primary
cooling H20

1000

4.0

1.0

0.049

0.25

304 S..

Secondary
cooling H20

6

3.9

870

Carbon
steel

79

The reactor pool heat exchanger is a small unit designed to

remove the heat convected from the submerged reactor pressure vessel.

The load on the exchanger is about 106 BTU/hr for all cases and the

exchanger consists of 250 five-eighths-inch OD tubes ten feet in length.
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The pool water is circulated at a rate of 340 gpm and is cooled from

0 0
100 F to 90 in passing through the tubes. Secondary cooling water

at a temperature of 80 F is circulated in the shell at a rate of 680 gpm

and is heated five degrees before being pumped back into the secondary

coolant pipe ahead of the main heat exchanger. The rate of temperature

0
rise in the reactor pool with no pool cooling would be about 10 F per hour.

The regenerator and cooler on the reactor by-pass deminerali-

zation system were not designed in detail but are somewhat smaller than

the reactor pool heat exchanger, since the heating load is less. The

cooler utilizes 80 F secondary water and returns the slightly warmed

water to the main heat exchanger inlet.

3. Pumps and Piping

The primary piping for the four reactors is 20, 38, j4, and

10 inch 304 stainless steel pipe with a wall thickness of 1/4 inch. The

valves in the primary circuit are 18 to 8 inch gate valves and the entire

primary system is of all-welded construction. The valve motors will

be either pneumatic or hydraulic, depending on the radiation levels

existing during operation. The secondary piping system is carbon steel,

since suitable chemicals are added to water to prevent corrosion.

The main pumps are rated at from 4500 to 14,000 gpm against

a 100-foot head. Ninety percent of the water pumped flows through the

fuel elements with the remainder being used for the cooling of the

control blades and target elements. The total volume of the primary

system is several thousand gallons. The pumps are of the split suction

type with horizontal intake and discharge. The motors are located on
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the main floor in the reactor building and range from 150 to 400 horse-

power. The drive shafts are of hollow construction and employ a

universal joint and splines to insure alignment.

The emergency and shutdown cooling pumps are placed in

parallel with the main pumps. These are from 400 to 1000 gpm capacity

and are connected to the emergency power supply system. All primary

system pumps will be in series with check valves in order to insure

that flow direction in the pumps cannot be reversed causing short

circuiting of coolant flow.

The reactor heat is finally dumped to a cooling tower.

An alternative would be to use river or ocean water, but since plant

location was not speciified it was decided to show the layout with

cooling towers. The large value of cooling range, 65 degrees, results

in water concentrations of about 1.75 gpm per square foot for a wet

bulb of 650F. The resulting theoretical tower areas range from 1000 to

10,000 ft2, with total fan brake horsepower from 40 to 400 horsepower.

The secondary water is taken from the cooling tower well by two vertical

suction pumps rated from 1740 to 16,000 gpm. The coolant then flows to

a header and into each shell side of the main exchangers in parallel.

The flow rate is controlled by the inlet temperature of the primary

water flowing into the reactor. A third pump is located in the cold

well and is an emergency and shutdown pump rated at several hundred gpm.

A fourth pump serves for utility cooling purposes.
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4. Pressurizer

The reactor pressurizer is a vertical stainless steel tank

connected to the plenum above the core. Pressure is obtained by

vaporizing water by means of submerged electric heating elements; the

necessary electrical capacity is determined by the leakage in the

system and probably would not be in excess of several hundred kilowatts.

Reduction in pressure is accomplished by spraying cool water from the

reactor coolant inlet line into the vapor space of the pressurizer.

The pressure is sensed by a D/P cell and appropriate action taken

automatically. A safety blow-out disc is mounted on top of the

pressurizer and set to rupture at 1.5 times design pressure. The

pressurizer would then be vented to the reactor pool by means of a

submerged pipe. Water level in the pressurizer is sensed by means of

a level control and makeup demineralized water is pumped into the

pressurizer from a makeup tank if necessary.

5. Boron Injection System

This system consists of two borate storage tanks and quick

opening valves. Each tank contains 100 gallons of boric acid solution

pressurized to 1000 psi by means of compressed air. Opening of the

valves is accomplished by means of suitable scram signals and only one

of- the tanks is discharged at a time, the other being for reserve use.

The solution is injected into the reactor underneaththe core structure

at a rate sufficient to insure the insertion of the desired amount of

negative reactivity.
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6. Water Purification

The reactor coolant is continuously purified by bypassing

from 25 to 50 gpm of coolant through ion exchange beds. Since the

resins are limited to maximum temperatures of about 1200F, the side

stream is first cooled and then pumped through anion, cation, and/or

a mixed bed demineralizer. The pH is controlled by bypassing any

desired bed; the nominal system pH is 7.0 and thus the resins operate

in the HOH cycle. The beds are preceded and followed by porous

stainless steel filters to remove particulate matter. The system is

located in a shielded compartment in the reactor building and hot resin

is slurried from its containing tank to a shielded cask for subsequent

disposal.

Also located in the reactor building are the purification

systems for the hot waste hold-up tanks and the reactor pool. The

primary water makeup purification system is located in the basement

of the administration and control room building.

7. Degasser

The degasser is a column designed to remove gaseous wastes

from the primary coolant. This type of equipment is standard on

conventional power plants under the name "deaerator.t" It is anticipated

that a steam degasser will be used with the non-condensables being

pumped to a gaseous waste hold tank. The degasser probably will not

be used during routine reactor operation and will function only during

the event of a fuel element cladding failure. The gaseous wastes,

after a suitable cooling period, are then diluted with air and discharged

from the stack.
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8. Ventilation

The ventilation system, in addition to conventional building

ventilation, also draws air through the reactor building and hot lab.

Air is circulated through each compartment of the reactor building,

passed through filters, and vented to the stack. This is believed

necessary to prevent buildup of radioactive gases resulting from leaks

in the primary coolant system. The surface of the reactor pool is also

ventilated to prevent accumulation of radioactive gases. The ventila-

tion ducts leading into and out of the reactor building are equipped

with fast-closing butterfly dampers actuated by radiation monitors to

insure that high level airborne wastes are not discharged in the event

of accidental release.
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D. Reactor Building

The reactor building (Fig. 4) houses the reactor and the primary

coolant system. All of the equipment except the motors for the main

circulating pumps is contained in the below-grade section of the building,

which is constructed of concrete. The ground level floor, of three-foot

thick ordinary concrete provides biological shielding of the primary

coolant system and supplemental biological shielding of the reactor.

It is from the ground floor level that the refueling and target changing

operations are performed in the reactor, through a pool of water in which

the reactor is installed. The above-ground portion of the building

shell consists of an airtight insulated steel dome which is bolted to

the concrete section of the building through an airtight seal section

to yield a low leakage building with a leakage rate of the order one

percent per day. A sriall crane (not shown in the drawing) is provided

over the reactor pit, but the handling of the larger pieces of equipment,

if such handling became necessary during the life of the installation,

would be done by portable equipment, through an opening cut in the steel

shell specifically for the purpose. The building for the 150 MW reactor

is 55 feet in diameter, approximately 35 feet high above grade, and

extends to a depth of approximately 36 feet below grade.

The below-grade section of the building is divided into the follow-

ing sections:

1. The reactor pit, which is completely flooded, is approximately

12 feet in diameter and 30 feet deep and contains the reactor.
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2. Two primary system equipment sections, which house the

heat exchangers, main coolant circulation pumps, pressurizer, and

associated equipment.

3. Two areas which house the control drive mechanisms.

.. Two shielded areas for the by-pass demineralizer, cooler

and regenerator, degasser and gaseous waste hold tanks.

5. A canal section for transport of fuel and target elements.

The motors for the primary circulating pumps are placed on the ground

f]oor for easy cooling and maintenance. Removable concrete covers are

placed over the reactor pit and the canal for access during refueling

operations.

The reactor building is connected to the administration and

control building by a personnel airlock (Fig. 5). The transfer canal

runs out through the wall of the building, below grade, and into the

hot cell room of the hot laboratory building. The airtightness of the

reactor building is preserved at the canal penetration by a concrete

dam section which extends downward into the canal to a depth of

approximately 4-1/2 feet.
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E. Shield Physics

The proposed access plan to the reactor building determined the

requirements for the biological shield. The shield design criteria are

as follows:

1. Personnel will not be allowed below the ground level, top

shield, during reactor operation.

2. Personnel will have access to the lower floors shortly after

reactor shutdown.

3. Fuel and isotope elements will be transferred from the

reactor core to the hot laboratory shortly after shutdown.

The transfer will be done by a tool engaged to the element

by visual means.

This being a dual purpose reactor it should be pointed out that

the numbers quoted in this section are for the production of Co60. The

60
production of Co. in the reactor requires more shielding because of

the high energy gamma rays from neutron capture in Co59. All dose rates

quoted will be less when the reactor is used to produce tritium.

1. Radial Shield

The radial shield beyond the pressure vessel consists of

2 1/2 feet of water followed by 3 feet of ordinary concrete (P = 2.L. gm/cc).

The 3 feet of ordinary concrete extends from the reactor building foundation

to the top shield except where the canal from the reactor pool to the hot

laboratory is located. Shield integrity is assured by the water in the

canal.
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The radial 'shield reduces the after shutdown radiation

dose rate to less than 7.5 mrep per hour one hour after shutdown. The

dose rate from radiation penetrating the shield during operation is

approximately 600 rep per hour. Since no personnel will be allowed

below the top shield during operation this is not unreasonable. Very

little of the penetrating radiation is neutrons thus activation in the

lower compartments will be negligible.

2. Top Shield

The reactor pool and the 3 foot thick ordinary concrete

shield which underlies the entire ground floor of the reactor building

sufficiently shields personnel from the reactor radiation to allow

access to the first floor of the reactor building. The top shield

includes plugs placed over the canal and stairways. With the shield

plugs removed and the reactor shut down the pool and canal water over

the reactor gives sufficient shielding for a technician to remove all

the fuel and isotope elements without exceeding his weekly allowed dose.

Of course access to the core cannot be made until the coolant water

activity has been reduced to a tolerable level.

3. Canal Shield

The water in the canal is deep enough to allow safe

transfer of fuel and isotope elements from the core to the hot laboratory,

but the canal walls also must be thick enough to allow access to the

lower floors during unloading of the reactor core. The walls of the

transfer canal are three feet thick with the first 5 feet above the

canal bottom made of barytes concrete (} = 3.5 gm/cc). The barytes
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concrete reduces the gamma radiation emitted from a fuel element in the

canal to a dose rate of less than 1 rep per hour at the exterior wall

surface.

h. Special Shields

To help control the specific activity of the primary

coolant water and the pH of the coolant water ion exchangers are placed

in the primary loop. The ion exchangers as well as the filters, which

make up the water purification system, become very radioactive during.

operation. To allow access to the other equipment the filters and ion

exchangers are placed in separate compartments surrounded by a 2 foot

thick structural concrete shield.

Another special shield has been placed between the heat

exchanger room and control rod drives so that rapid access to the control

rod drives can be made after reactor shutdown. The shield also has the

added advantage of protecting the control rod drive motors from the

damaging gamma radiation from the coolant water. A h inch'thick iron

door is placed in this wall to allow access to the heat exchanger

compartment.

5. Building Access

The top floor of the reactor building has controlled

access during reactor operation. No personnel will be allowed below the

top shield while the reactor is operating. Shortly after reactor

shutdown access to the control rod drives will be possible. It should be

roted that placement of the stairs is such that passage through the

heat exchanger rooms is unnecessary to reach the two sets of control rod
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drives. Access to the heat exchanger compartments will only be possible

after the activity of the primary coolant water has been reduced to

tolerable levels by either of the methods available. These methods are:

flush the primary loop out with clean water, allow the filters and ion

exchangers to clean the primary loop, or allow the induced activity to

decay. The method used will depend on how soon access is required and

the nature and level of the activity existing.

6. Thermal Shield

The placement of the reactor with respect to the concrete

biological shield is such that no iron thermal shield is necessary.

Actually, the 2 1/2 feet of water between the pressure vessel and concrete

biological shield acts as a thermal shield. The maximum energy flux

11 2
incident on the concrete is 2 x 10 Mev per cm per sec which results

in a maximum stress of h000 pounds per in2 compared with the compression

.2
limit of structural concrete of 8000 pound per in . No thermal shield

is required for the pressure vessel since it is only 1 inch thick..



F. Hot Laboratory

The hot laboratory is a necessary part of the isotope reactor

facility since both tritium and cobalt-60 are radioactive. The hot

laboratory consists of two sections, one for processing cobalt and

one for processing tritium.

The cobalt hot laboratory consists of three conventional caves

connected by means of transfer trays. The first cave is connected

with the target element storage pool by means of a transfer pipe

while the third cave can be opened to a shipping platform. Each cave

is equipped with manipulators and suitable mechanical equipment to

dejacket, clean, cut, and otherwise prepare cobalt-60 sources for the

customer.

Information on the tritium hot laboratory was supplied by

the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. This information included estimates

of the basic costs of construction, operation, and maintenance of' the

five million curie plant. The total area for the 5 x 106 curie/year

tritium hot laboratory is 6100 square feet, of which 4700 square feet

is process area and 1400 square feet is service area. The product is

99% isotopically pure tritium, the other 1% being light ]ydrogen.



G. Fuel and Target Cycles

The target elements are left in the reactor for a cycle time of

about a year. The fuel elements are replaced more often and Table 111-7

lists the fuel element reactor lifetimes for the various reactors.

Table 111-7

Fuel Flement Reactor Lifetime

Burnup: h0%
Plant Factor: 90%

Reactor Power, MW Time in Reactor, days

150 9h

70 134

33 173

16.5 278

The lifetimes are inversely proportional to burnup; for 20% burnup the

150 MW reactor has a fuel cycle h7 days in length. Due to the nearly

flat radial power distribution in the 150 and 70 MW reactors the whole

core is changed at once; although the smallest two reactors have a

somewhat more peaked radial power distribution the small number of fuel

elements used in these reactors probably would not make fuel element

"shuffling" economically attractive.

In preparation for refueling, the reactor power is brought dom and

the system is depressurized and flushed. When the temperature of the

reactor has reached the desired point, the portable concrete shields

above the reactor pit and canal are lifted off and the vessel head bolts

and the head are removed. The locking bar across each row of elements is



unlatched and swung out of the way. An upper blanket element is then

hooked with a removal tool and lifted into the upper portion of the

vessel. The fuel element below is then accessible and is hooked in a

similar manner to the reflector pieces and transferred to the spent fuel

storage pits in the hot laboratory. This operation is repeated until

the desired fuel elements are removed. As each new element is installed,

its upper blanket element is replaced; after the change of elements the

assembly is locked into place by latching each locking bar. The top

head is replaced and bolted and the top concrete shields are returned to

place. At this time the reactor may again be taken to power.

At times it is desirable to remove the target elements and

replace them. This is done at a normal refueling period and the handling

is similar to that of the fuel elements. The control rods must also be

changed periodically. This is done by unlocking the blade holddown

latches and sliding each blade up through the support beam and over the

reactor flange. The blade is then transferred through the canal to the

target storage area in the hot laboratory. A new control blade is then

slipped into place and locked down.

Needless to say, the manipulation of control rod material or

radial blanket material with fuel elements in the reactor is hazardous.

The safe procedure is to unload all fuel before any control rod material

is removed, and to remove all fuel adjacent to a blanket element before

the blanket element is removed. Since the target material is changed

infrequently, the observance of safety procedures of these kinds should

not lead to important losses in operating time. To some extent the



observance of the safety procedures must depend on administrative -control,

but it would also be desirable, in the detailed reactor design, to

incorporate design features which will discourage violation of the

procedures.

After removal from the reactor, the fuel elements are stared

under water for periods of time ranging from four months to two years.

The target elements are also stored under water until processing. The

fuel elements are loaded into a shielded shipping container under water

in the fuel element storage canal and then shipped to a chemical processing

plant.

The lithium-aluminum target elements are loaded in shielded casks

and are transferred to the tritium production section of the hot laboratory

for processing. The cobalt elements are handled under water and

transferred to the cobalt hot cell by means of a shielded pipe. The

cobalt hot cell consists of two sections. The first section dejackets

the cobalt and processes the scrap material into a farm convenient for

disposal. The second section prepares sources in geometries desired by

the customer and loads them into shipping containers.



IV. COST ESTIMATES AND PRODUCTION RATES

Compiled at the end of this section is a breakdown of all the major

costs estimated for each reactor studied. Capital costs were estimated

by summing the costs of major items and applying factors to account for

the costs of miscellaneous small items and for installation. The capital

costs were escalated for two years at 5% per year. This is consistent

with an average date of expenditure of July, 1961, or start of

construction approximately July 1960.

The fuel costs were computed using AEC prices for enriched UF6 and

chemical reprocessing. To minimize reprocessing costs fuel is reprocessed

once a year in the case of the largest reactor and once every two years

for the remaining three reactors. Fabrication costs for fuel and target

elements were taken at $750 per unit for the 3 foot elements, and the

costs of the upper and lower blanket elements were estimated at $200 per

unit. Fabrication costs for the 2.5 and 2 foot elements were estimated

to be $675 and x6OO respectively, with the end blanket elements again

costing $200. Fuel element costs include licensing charges. The cost

of converting UF6 to metal was taken as $40 per pound of uranium. For

inventory purposes fuel was evaluated at one-half the sum of the initial

and final enrichments while in the reactor, and at the final enrichment

during storage. Shipping costs were taken to be $25/lb. of contained

uranium.

Production costs are determined for both a 5-year and a 10-year

write-off period. It was assumed that interest was paid at a rate of

5 1/2% annually. Insurance was taken as .6% of capital investment for
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property damage while liability costs varied from $ .70 per year per

thermal kilowatt for the largest reactor to $2.80 per year per thermal

kilowatt for the smallest design.

The selling price for each design was based on a 20% profit before

taxes. The choice of this profit margin was based on the following

assumptions a) that there would be a market for the total production,

at least during the write-off period and b) that the decision to make

the capital investment would be based on a more detailed cost analysis

of a specific plant design.

The production and selling prices are given in terms of an average

price per curie of radioisotope produced and no effort was made to assign

a specific price for each curie of tritium or cobalt-60 produced since

this would depend, to a large extent, on the market needs at the time of

production. Also, no change was made in the hot-lal. construction or

operating costs for various ratios of isotope production, since it was

found that relatively large changes in these costs would have very little

effect on the selling price.

A. Production Rates

Table IV-1 below shows the reactor power requirements for the

four different tritium production rates studied.

Table IV-1

Tritium Production (curies) Reactor Power Required (MW)

40% Burnup

.50 x 106 16.5

1.00 x 106 33.0#

2.40 x 106 70.0

4.98 x 106 150.0

* This reactor will not maintain criticality at 40% burnup; the data
shown are for 30% burnup.
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The curves on Fig. 1 indicate the relative amounts of tritium

and cobalt-60 produced in each reactor, between the ranges of 100%

tritium and 100% cobalt-60.

B. Production Costs and Sales Prices

Tables IV-2 and IV-3 show the average unit production costs

and selling price for each 20% change in annual production.

Production

100% Co.

20% T. & 80% Co.

0% T. & 6o% Co.

60% T. & 4o% Co.

80% T. & 20% Co.

100% T.

1

.14

.7

.5

.6 

O
.7 

..

Production

100% Co.

20% T. &

40% T. &

6o% T. &

80% T. &

100% T.

1.

.7

.5

80% Co.

60% Co.

140% Co.

20% Co.

Table IV-2

10 Year Write-Off

Production

mW 70 MW

3 .61

19 .70

4 .81

4 .96

6 1.15

5 1.39

5 Year Write-Off

Production

)MW 70MW

5 .81

)2 .92

0 1.06

2 1.26

)9 1.52

?4 1.84

Costs -$/curie

33 Mw 16.5 MW

1.11 1.65

1.25 1.85

1.42 2.10

1.67 2.48

2.00 2.95

2.50 3.72

Costs ~4/crie

33 MW

1.146

1.64

1.87

2.18

2.614

3.28

i6.5 Mw

2.22

2.50

2.72

3,34

3.98

5.00
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Production

100% Co.

20% T. & 80% Co.

40% T. & 60% Co.

6o% T. & 40% Co.

80% T. & 20% Co.

100% T.

150

O

.

1.

Production

15

.

1.]

1.1

100% Co.

20% T. & 80% Co.

40% T. & 6o% Co.

60% T. & 40% Co.

80%'T. & 20% Co.

100% T.

Table IV-3

10-Year Write-Off

Selling Price

mw 70 MW

52 .73

59 .84

,65 .97

77 1.15

91 1.37

14 1.67

5-Year Write-Off

Selling

)mw 70MW

56 .97

75 1.10

34 1.27

a7 1.51

L9 1.82

9 2.21

~ ,/curie

33 MW

1.33

1.50

1.71

2.00

2.40

3.00

Price -a$/curie

33 MW

1.75

1.97

2.24

2.62

3.17

3.94
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16.5 MW

1.98

2.22

2.52

2.98

3.54

4.46

16.5 MW

2.66

3.00

3.26

4.00

4.78

6.00

..,
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C. Capital Costs

Costs of Major Items

Piping

Valves & Fittings

2 Main Pumps & Motors

2 Shutdown Pumps & Motors

Fuel Handling Equipment

1 Pressurizer

1 Primary H20 Storage .Tank

4 Main Heat Fxchangers

1 Pool Heat Exchanger

1 Degasser

3 Resin Bed & Filter
Installations

3 Retention or Storage Tanks

2 Cooling Towers

1 Sump Tank

20 Small Centrifugal Pumps

3 Sump Pumps & Motors

1 Standby Sump Pump

Standby Power Generator

Blowers & Stack

Transformers & Switch Gears

Reactor Vessel & Supports

Instrumentation

Reactor Internals & Rod
Drives

Boron Injection System

Total Cost of Major Items

Total Fquipment Cost
(1.30 x Major Items)

Installed Cost
(1.13 x Equipment Cost)

150 MW

170,000

100,000

90,000

7,000

50,000

18,000

18,000

150,000

10,000

10,000

220,000

150,000

200,000

20,000

20,000

75,000

15,000

70,000

200,000

300,000

115,000

265,000

216,000

60, o00

2.60 x 106

3.38 x 106

4.83 x 106

70 MW

112, 200

66,000

59,400

4,620

44,000

16,000

11,800

99,000

6,6oo

6,600

14-,5200

99,000

170,000

13,200

13,200

h9,500

9,900

46, 200

180,000

198,000

100,000

240,000

190,000

39,600

1.92 x 106

2.50 x 106

3.58 x 106

33 MW
64,6oo

38,000

34,200
2,660

37, 500

12,000

6,840

57,000

3,800

3,800

83,600

57,000

125,000

7,600

7,600

28,500

5,700

26,600

162,000

1114,000

90,000

222,000

135,000

22,800

1.35 x 106

1.75 x 106

2.50 x 106

16.5 MW

42, 500

25,000

22,500

1,750

30,000

10,000

4,o500

37,500

2, 500

2,500

55,000

37,500

100,000

5,000

5,000

18,750

3,750

17,500

150,000

75,000

75,000

200,000

76,000

15,000

1.01 x 106

1.31 x 106

1.87 x 106
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Building and Site Costs

Reactor Building

Hot Lab. - Building &
Equipment

Administration Building

Other Buildings

Site Preparation

Land

Total Building Costs

Installed Costs +
Building Costs

Indirect Construction Costs

Total Construction Costs

Contractors Overhead &
Profit

Start-up Costs

Contingency

Engineering, Design &
Administration

Total Capital Costs

Total Capital Costs
Escalated for 2 years
0 5% per Year

150 MW

700,000

1,525,000

200,000

70 MW

600,000

1,200,000

200,000

100,000 8h,000

100,000 84, 000

60,000 58,000 _

2.69 x 106 2.23 x 106

7.52 x 106

1.50

9.02

.54

.15

1.50

1.35

12.56

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

106

106
10

106

l06

106
6

10

5.81 x 106

1.16

6.97

.h2

.lh

1.16

1.04

9.73

13.84 x 106 10.70

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

i6106

106

33 Mw

500,000

1,020,000

200,000

72,000

72,000

55,000

16.5 MW

h00, 000

850,000

150,000

60,000

60,000

53,000

1.92 x 106 1.58 x 106

4,h2 x l06

.88

5.30

.32

.12

.88

.80

7.42

x

x

x

x

x

6
106

106

106

x 106

x10

x 106 8.20 x 106

.69

4.14

.25

.10

.69

.62

5.80

6.4o x 106
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D. Yearly Operating Costs

Labor and Fringe Benefits

Yearly Salary With
Position Fringe Benefits

Plant Superintendent $17,700

Plant Secretary & Clerk 4,720

Shift Supervisor 9,430

Reactor Operators 7,080

Reactor Technicians 7,080

Physicist 11,800

Chemist 11,800

S.F. Accountability Clerk 5,900

Health Physicist 7,670

Maintenance Supervisor 10,600

Maintenance Secretary & Clerk 4,720

Mechanics 6,500

Instrument Mechanics 6,500

Electrician 6,500

Janitors 5,000

Guards 5,000

Hot Lab. Supervisor io,600

Hot Lab. Secretary 4,720

Hot Lab. Operators 6,400

Control Lab. Technicians 5,100

Total Labor Force

Total Operating Labor Expense

150]

1

1

4

8

4

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

4

1

1

3

2

305,980

Number Required
MW 70 MW 33 MW 16.5 MW

1 1 1

1 1 1

4 4 4

8 6 6

4 4 3

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

2 2 2

1 - -

1 - -

2 2 2

1 1 1

1 1 1

2 2 2

4 4 4

1 1 1

1 1 1

3 3 2

2 2 1

k2 38 35

305,980 276,500 257,920
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Materials - Reactor

Fuel Oil

Operating Chemicals

Maintenance Materials

Electricity

Supplies & Miscellaneous

Total Reactor Materials Cost

150 MW

7,500

20,000

30,000

110,000

15,000

$182,500

Materials - Hot Lab.

Nitrogen Liquid 2,500

Special Crucibles 32,400

Process Materials 400

Operating Supplies 16,500

Miscellaneous Expense 4,000

Maintenance Material 10,500

Electricity 3,000

Steam 2,900

Other Power 13,000

Overhead Costs 50,200

Total Hot Lab Materials Cost $135,400

Research $130,000

Insurance

Property Damage at .6% of
Capital Investment .083 x 106

Liability .105 x 106

70 MW

4,950

13,200

30,000

72,600

9,900

$130,650

2,500

21,384

264

10,890

2,640o

10,500

1,980

1,914

8,580

33,132

$ 93,780

$130,000

.o64 x 106

.077 x 106

33 MW

2,850

7,600

30,000

41,800

5,700

$ 87,950

2,500

12,312

152

6,270

1,520

10,500

1,140

1,100

4,940

19,075

$ 59,510

$130,000

.049 x 106

4060 x 106

16.5 MW

1,875

5,000

30,000

27,500

3,750

$ 68,125

2,500

8,100

100

4,125

1,000

10,500

750

725

3,250

12,550

$ 43,600

$130,000

.039 x10

.046 x io 6



E. Yearly Fuel Costs (10% Burnup)

150 MW

Use Charge

a) Fuel in Reactor

b) Fuel in Storage

Burnup

Reprocessing

Fabrication

Conversion of UF, to metal

Shipping

Total Fuel Costs
(1101 Burnup)

22,120

141, 300

1,110,000

l05, 000

271,500

114,000

5,300

1.57 x 106

14,900

29,1400

10, 000

53,000

188,300

6,500

.80 x 106

9,000

16,100

240,000

33,600

87,900

3,080

600

.39 x 106
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F. Summary of Annual Expenses

For 10 Year Write-Off

Capital Charges

Capital Write-off

Interest on Debentures

Operating Expenses

Labor and Fringe Benefits

Materials (Reactor)

Materials (Hot Lab.)

Research

Insurance

Fuel Costs

Total Annual Expenses

150 NW

1.38 x 106

.90 x 106

.31

.18

.114

.13

.18

1.57

4.79

x 106

6

x 106

x 10

x 106

x 106
x 106

70 MW

1.07 x 106

.68 x 106

.31

.13

.09

.13

.14

.80

3.35

33

.82

.58

x 106  .28

x 106 .09

x 106 .06

x 106 .13

x 106 .11

x 106 .39

x 106 2.46

Capital Charges

Capital Write-off

Interest on Debentures

Operating Expenses

Labor and Fringe Benefits

Materials (Reactor)

Materials (Hot Lab.)

Research

Insurance

Fuel Costs

Total Amual Costs

For 5 Year Write-Off

150 Mw 70 MW

2.76 x 106 2.14 x 106

.90 x 106 .68 x 106

.31

.18

.14

.13

.18

1.57

x

x

x

x

x

x

106

106

106

106

106

106

6,17 x 106

.31

.13

.09

.13

.114

.80

x

x

x

x

x

X

10 6

106

106

106

106

106

4.42 x 106

33 MW. 16.5 14W

1.614 x 106 1.28 x 106

.58 x 1o6

.28

.09

.06

.13

.11

.39

x

x

x

x

x

x

106

106

106

106

106

106

.40 x 106

.26

.07

.014

.13

.09

.23

x

x

x

x

x

x

1b6

106

106

106

106106

3.28 x 106 2.50 x 106
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16.5 MWMW

x to6

x 106

x 106

x 106

x 106

x 106

x 106

x 106

x 106

x

x

.614

.l40

.26

.07

.04

.13

.09

.23

1.86

x

x

x

x

x

x

106

bo6

10

106

106i6

106106

106

x 106



G. Influence of Burnup

One of the parameters that was studied was the influence of

the burnup of the fuel on conversion ratio. Table N-v4 gives

information on the difference in fuel costs attributable to changing

the burnup of the fuel. Table IV-5 shows the influence of burnup

on tritium production cost, and these costs have been plotted, along

with the 40% burnup costs, on Figure 3. Figure 21 illustrates the

effect of burnup on conversion ratio.

Although there are uncertainties of considerable magnitude

in the analysis of the effect of fuel burnup on total production

cost, it does appear that there are not large advantages in designing

for very high fuel burnup, at least for uranium densities in the

reactor comparable to those which have been studied here. This

conclusion, which was not anticipated at the beginning of the study,

would indicate that the reactor designs might better have been made

for a burnup of approximately 20%. This change in design specifica-

tion would not have affected the estimated production cost appreciably,

but would eliminate an area of technical uncertainty, for there is

adequate experience with operation of the fuel elements to a burnup

of 20%, whereas the technical feasibility of 140% burnup is open to

question.
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Table IV-4

Fuel Cost Data

RE actor/Burnup combinationItem

1. Use charge

a. Fuel in reactor

b. Fuel in storage

2. Burnup

3. Chemical Reprocessing

I4. Fabrication

5. Conversion of UF6
to metal

6. Shipping

Total

ONI"

15oM4/lo0

$ 28,000

177,000

1,111,000

427, 400

829, 500

56,ooo

30,000

150W/20%

. 2L,900

86,500

1,111,000

262,090

457,000

28,ooo

14,ooo

70MW/20%

16,700

78,500

510,000

118,000

290,300

13,000

3,200

331W/20%

10,100

43,000

2)0, 000

56, 700

131,1100

6,160

1,560

16.5Hw/2o%

8, 500

7),000

120, 000

6), 000

137,200

6,160

2,800

8,050

26, 400

120,000

34,400

89,000

3,080

1,300

9 x x 1 06 .28 x 1062.66 x 106 1.98 x 106 1.03 x 10 6

16.5Nw/io%



Reactor/Burnup Combination

10-year write-off

150 MW/10%

150 MW/20%

70 MW/20%

33 lM/20%

16.5 MW/l0%
16.5 MW/20%

5-year write-off

150 MW/10%

150 MW/20%

70 MW/20%

33 MW/20%

16.5 Mt/10%

16.5 MW/20%

Table IV-5

Influence of Burnup on Tritium Cost

Annual Capital Annual Tritium
and Ope ating Charges Annu Fuel Cost Total Cost Pr auction Tritium Cost

10 Dollars 10 Dollars 106 Dollars 10 Curies $/curie

3.22

3.22

2.55

2.07

1.63

1.63

4.60

4.60

3.62

2.89

2.27

2.27

2.66

1.98

1.03

0.49

0.41

0.28

2.66

1.98

1.03

0.49

0.41

0.28

5.88

5.20

3.58

2.56

2.04

1.91

7.26

6.58

1.65

3.38

2.54

2.68

5.44

5.32

2.50

1.07

0.547

0.534

5.44

5.32

2.50

1.07

0.547

0.534

1.08

0.98

1.43

2.39

3.72

3.58

1.33

1.24

1.86

3.16

4.90

4.76



H. Specific Activity

The specific activity of cobalt produced in the four reactors is

given in Table ITV-6, for the case of 100% cobalt production.

If the reactors are used for joint production of cobalt and

tritium it will obviously be advantageous to load the cobalt target

material into the regions which produce the highest specific activity.

If this is done, a fractional cobalt production can be assumed to be

made up primarily of the high specific activity end of the activity

distribution, although there will of course be practical limits to the

precision with which the target loading can be fitted to the thermal flux

distribution.

The numbers shown in the following table illustrate the shift in

the specific activity "spectrum" as the power of the reactors is varied.

In the largest reactor (150 MW) about 11% of the cobalt-60 produced is

less than 10 curies/gram while this specific activity level constitutes

about 65'% of the production in the smallest reactor. Although there

has been no economic incentive assigned to high specific activity in

the present design study, the actual importance of specific activity

levels have been a guiding factor in selecting some design parameters.

In the cases of the two reactors cited above, the largest (150 MW)

reactor was designed to produce relatively high specific activity.Co-60,

while the smallest reactor (16.5 MW) was limited in size by criticality

requirements and hence produces cobalt-60 of considerably lower specific

activity.

Basically, the specific activity is determined by the neutron

flux levels seen by the cobalt target material (see Appendix A). The
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Region and Reactor

150 raw

Internal Blanket

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Control Blades

Total

70 MW

Internal Blanket

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Control Blanket

Total

33 NW

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Control Blades

Total

16.5 Mw

Radial Blanket

Axial Blanket

Control Blades

Total

Table IV-6

Cobalt Specific Activity Production

in the Four Reactors

Specific activity production,
106 curies/year in activity ranges:

<l 0 curie s 1 0 -25curies 2 5-50curies >50 curie s

gm gm gngm

0.021

0.708

0.545

0

1.274

0.033

0.646

0.525

0

1.20h4

0.579

0.197

0

0.776

0.421

0.200

0.099

0.723

0.290

1.534

0.775

1.649

h.2h8

0.296

0.757

0.746

0.778

2.577

0 .51

0.278

0.200

0.989

0.231

0.163

0

0.391

0.h36

1.052

0.33h

0

1.822

0.315

0.1hh8

0.260

0

1.023

0.223

0.201

0

0.h2h

0

0.0l5

0

0.0l5

1.971

i.914

0

0

3.885

0.416

0.196

0

0

0.612

0

0.071

0

0.074

0

0

0

0
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average flux in the core of a reactor is given by the f ollowing equation:.

10-
_ =3.1 x100 x. P...(1)

Fth

where Fth is the thermal fission cross-section of U-235; P is the

average reactor power in MW; and V is the total volume of the core. The

fission cross-section (TFth) is in turn related to the U-235 loading in

the reactor for a given volume V.

The specific activity produced in the cobalt target material

depends upon the flux seen by the cobalt, and this flux will be decreased

by increased cobalt loading in the blanket. For any given blanket

loading, the neutron flux level in the blanket will be proportional to

the flux in the reactor core. From equation (1) above, it can be seen

that the maximum core flux and hence specific activity of blanket Co-60

will result from minimum volume and U-235 density and from maximum power.

However, the smaller the U-235 loading, the smaller will be the conversion

ratio, so that an attempt to increase specific activity by decreasing

the U-235 loading would result in higher cost of the Co-60 produced since

the production rate would also decrease. In all cases in the present

study, since product cost was considered as the primary factor in

selecting the U-235 loading, the loading has been taken as about- the

maximum which can be assumed to be proven feasible from the metallurgical

standpoint.

The reactor volume (V) and the U-235 loading are inter-related

in the determination of criticality, so that the selection of the U-235

loading and the desired burnup determine the minimum possible volume of
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the reactor. The reactor designs were further limited by the desire to

specify more or less standard fuel elements (MTR-ETR design) and hence

the volume was varied only in incremental steps established by the fuel

element size.

The reactor power (P) is determined by the heat transfer

characteristics of the reactor materials and design. In this respect,

the 150 MTW reactor has a significant advantage over the 33 MW reactor,

in that the island blanket concept results in a lower peak-to-average

power distribution through the core region. Hence the specific power

of the 150 MW reactor is larger than that of the smaller reactors. The

70 MW and 16.5 MW reactors are further limited, since they canot be

decreased in size because of criticality limitations, and yet must

operate at power levels less than the maximum attainable in order that

the annual production may be within the specified range.

The specific activity of Co-60 produced in any of the reactors.

could be increased to some degree by decreasing the blanket loading of

Co-60 at the sacrifice of total conversion ratio. The blanket loadings

selected represent a reasonable compromise between specific activity of

cobalt-60 and the conversion ratio for both tritium and cobalt-60

production.

From the above considerations the following comments on specific

activity may be made:

1. The larger (higher capacity) reactors have an inherent

advantage in specific activity production because an internal blanket

can be used. This arrangement places a greater fraction of the target

material in the high neutron flux regions and at the same time flattens
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the neutron flux distribution to make possible higher power density.

2. At very low production rates the attainable specific

activity is limited by criticality considerations. That is to say,

the minimum possible size of the reactor is fixed by criticality

requirements, and unless the power output is raised to the maximum which

is consistent with heat removal limitations the specific activity will

be less than that technically attainable.

3. In this study the smallest reactor suffers from the

above criticality limitation, and all of the reactors except the largest

suffer because the scope of the study did not permit a complete balancing

of specific activity considerations against considerations of production

cost for each reactor design. Reference to table II-1 will show that

the maximum heat fluxes in the three lower capacity reactors are

appreciably lower than that in the largest reactor. It should be possible

in a more detailed design study to find consistent designs for the

intermediate range reactors (1.0 and 2.4 megacurie/yr production rates)

which utilize maximum heat fluxes equal to that of the largest reactor

without suffering a significant increase in production cost. Such a

modification would increase all specific activities in these two reactors

in the ratio of the increase of maximum heat flux (factors of 1.4 to 1.5).

4. The specific activities in all reactor sizes could be

made higher by a more intimate mixing of fuel and target material. The

complete separation of fuel and blanket elements is considered very

desirable from the standpoint of production economy, but departures from

this concept would be indicated if considerations of specific activity

assume great importance.
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5. Obviously the specific activity can be increased, at

some sacrifice in production rate, by an increase of irradiation time.

If the duration of irradiation is increased from one year to two all

specific activities will increase by a factor of 1.88 and the average

annual production of cobalt-60 will decrease by the factor 0.94.
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V. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ISOTOPE PRODUCTION IN SMALL REACTORS

The production of useful non-fissionable isotopes, such as tritium

and cobalt-60 in a nuclear reactor has many features in common with the

more familiar production of plutonium isotopes, and many of the concepts

and much of the terminology appropriate to plutonium production are

applicable. As in the case of plutonium production, the production of

each atom of product isotope requires that one neutron be supplied by

the nuclear chain reaction and be absorbed in the "fertile" material.

The "fertile" material is generally referred to as the target material

when the product isotope is non-fissionable. The neutrons used are

produced by the fission of U-235; consequently a knowledge of the number

of neutrons absorbed by the target material per atom of U-235 fissioned

relates the production of product isotope both to the burnup of fuel

(U-235) and to the production of thermal power. Usually this relation

is expressed in terms of the conversion ratio, Rc, the ratio of the

number of neutrons absorbed by target material to the number of U-235

atoms destroyed (by fission and by neutron capture). Appendix A gives

the numerical relationships which connect Rc, reactor power, and isotope

production rate.

A. The Potential Conversion Ratio

For each atom of U-235 destroyed by the processes of fission

and neutron capture, there are on the average neutrons produced,

where the effective value of N is about 2.06 in a thermal reactor.

Since each destruction of a U-235 atom represents the absorption of one
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neutron, one of the 9 neutrons produced must be used to replace .the

absorbed neutron if the chain reaction is to continue. The maximum

possible value of the conversion ratio R is therefore )?- 1, or

about 1.07. That is to say, the maximum number of neutrons available

for conversion (isotope production) is'- 1. In the practical case

materials other than U-235 and target material will be present in the

reactor and will absorb some of the neutrons, and the number of neutrons

available per U-235 atom destroyed will be less than this maximum value.

The actual number available will hereafter be designated by the symbol N.

This number may alternatively be thought of as the specific neutron

production (the number of useful neutrons produced per atom of fuel

destroyed), or as the potential conversion ratio. It will hereafter

be referred to by the latter term, which signifies that N represents

the conversion ratio which would be attained if target material could

be placed in the reactor in such a way as to capture all of the neutrons

available for conversion. Usually it will not be possible to attain

this situation, and the actual conversion ratio, Rc, will be less than

N by some factor E, which will be called the target capture efficiency.

Rc = EN

In a reactor core containing materials 1, 2, 3---n in addition to U-235

and target material, the potential conversion ratio is

N = 7f -1 -R -R 2 --- -Rn

where R1 is the ratio of the number of neutrons absorbed in material 1

to the number absorbed in U-235, etc. If all materials in the reactor

core absorb only thermal neutrons to any important extent, the ratios
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R1, R2, etc., can be expressed as ratios of the macroscopic thermal

neutron absorption cross-sections (s), i.e.:

N = - 1 - --- + - -r in..

25 5 25

where L.2signifies the macroscopic thermal absorption cross-section

of U-235.

In any operating solid fuel reactor two fairly strong absorbers,

the fission products xenon and samarium, will soon appear. In a thermal

neutron reactor, the equilibrium concentration of samarium corresponds

to a cross-section ratio R = =0.012. The cross-section ratio

L25
for xenon depends on the thermal neutron flux, varying, for example,

from a value of 0.028 at a flux of 1013 neutrons per cm 2 to an asymptotic

value of about 0.05, which is approached closely by the time the flux

reaches 10 1. If a rough figure of 0.08 is taken as the cross-section

ratio for xenon plus samarium plus other fission products, then the

potential conversion ratio for a purely thermal neutron reactor may be

written as

N = -1 -0.08 - ---p2= 0.98 - .

25 25

where ?p represents the macroscopic absorption cross-section of all

parasitic absorbers in the reactor core: that is, all materials such

as moderator and structure, which are neither fissionable materials,

fission products, nor target materials. Obviously the way to maximize

isotope production per unit of power produced, or per gram of U-235
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burned, is to minimize the parasitic absorption ratio -- . This
2.25

ratio may be reduced by reducing Lp (by reducing the amount of

moderator or structure, or by using moderators of lower microscopic

cross-sections for these purposes) or by increasing l 2 5 (by using a

higher concentration of U-235 in the reactor core).

B. Fuel Enrichment

Obviously, if oneb purpose is to produce an isotope other than

Pu-239, any U-238 which is present in the reactor must be considered

a parasitic material, and one should use highly enriched uranium as

fuel for maximum isotope production. In some cases there might be

rather strong practical incentives to the use of enrichments less than

the "fully enriched" value. The ratios of thermal neutron cross-sections,

~28--- , for various enrichments are:

Enrichment E28
% U-235 - -

1 0.395

5 0.076

10 0.036

20 0.016

Evidently the loss in potential conversion ratio because of thermal

neutron absorption by U-238 is relatively small if the enrichment is

as high as 10%. However, U-238 is also a resonance absorber of neutrons,

and the ratio Rres of resonance neutrons absorbed by any resonance

absorber to thermal neutrons absorbed by U-235 is given by

Rres =17l (l-p)
1 + TB2
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where p is the resonance escape probability relative to the absorber

in question, L is the slowing down area, B2 is the geometric buckling

of the reactor, and the fraction is the fraction of the

fission neutrons which slow down to resonance energy before leaking from

the reactor core. The expression for the potential conversion ratio is,

in this case:

N =( p) - 1 -o0.08 ---
1+XB 2

The quantity 1 + 1'B2 can never be greater than in a critical reactor,

and in many reactors will be not much larger than unity. Hence, the

neutron loss due to resonance absorption will vary between about 1 - p

and 2 (1 - p), with the values usually lying nearer the upper limit.

The presence of U-238 therefore will represent an important penalty

unless the ratio of moderator to U-238 can be made high enough to give

a resonance escape probability (p) very near unity.

C. Criticality and Target Capture Efficiency

In the foregoing discussion no consideration has been given to

the question of criticality. Any well designed reactor for the purpose

of producing isotopes is likely to have a large fraction of excess

neutrons (high potential conversion ratio). This in itself implies

that, except in the unusual cases, there will be no problem of achieving

criticality. Criticality considerations enter, however, into the con-

sideration of how the target material is to be disposed in the reactor

to capture the excess neutrons.
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Let it be assumed that a basic reactor core composition has

been worked out, comprising fuel, moderator, and the necessary structure,

and that the parasitic absorption ratio, Li, has been made small so

that the excess neutron fraction, or potential 5conversion ratio, is high.

If one chooses a shape for the reactor core (e.g. a circular cylinder

of L = 1) then there is a unique size at which the core is just
D

critical. At this size, all of the excess neutrons appear as leakage

neutrons, and they may be captured by target material, with some

efficiency E, if the reactor core is surrounded by a blanket containing

the target material. If this particular reactor size is consistent

with the desired production rate (i.e. with the necessary power output,

since the production rate is proportional to the product of conversion

ratio and thermal power output) then the arrangement may represent a

feasible design. If, however, sufficient heat cannot be removed from

the reactor to give the desired production, then the core volume must

be increased. As the core is built larger, the fractional leakage of

neutrons will decrease, the conversion ratio represented by capture in

the blanket will decrease, and part of the excess neutrons will remain

in the core, where they appear in the form of excess reactivity. The

reactor will be supercritical unless some target material is added to

the core to absorb the non-leaking excess neutrons. If the appropriate

quantity of target material is added, the core can be built to any

desired size, and the isotope production will occur partly in the core

and partly in the blanket.
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If for some reason one wishes to avoid the use of target material

in the core, one can still increase the core volume without exceeding

criticality provided the core shape is changed to one which promotes

higher leakage. For example, the core might be built in the form of a

rather flat slab instead of as a cylinder. Such changes in geometry

do not change the potential conversion ratio, but they may change the

target capture efficiency.

Those neutrons which are captured by target material in the

core are captured with an efficiency of unity. This is true because

the competing capture by parasitic materials in the core has already

been accounted for in the potential conversion ratio N. However, in

any practical reactor the neutron leakage will be significant, and at

least a fraction of the conversion will be done in a blanket.

Two processes act to reduce the target capture efficiency in

the blanket. Parasitic absorption in the blanket by moderator and

structural material is one of these. Of the neutrons captured in the

blanket, the fraction F captured by target material is given by

F = tl

t,l p,l

where is the macroscopic absorption cross-section of target

material in the blanket, and p is the macroscopic absorption
p,1

cross-section of all other materials in the blanket.

The second process which decreases the target capture efficiency

in the blanket is the leakage of neutrons through the blanket. In



general a good neutron moderator should be included in the blanket to

slow down the fast neutrons to thermal energy; at thermal energy

they can be captured effectively by the target material. In principle,

leakage through the blanket can be reduced to an arbitrarily low value

by the use of a sufficiently thick blanket of moderator and target

material. However, the rate of isotope production falls off progres-

sively in the blanket layers farther and farther from the core, and

for some blanket thickness the rate of production in the outer layers

is too low to be attractive. Roughly, the neutron density (and the

leakage current) will fall off exponentially with distance into the

blanket, with a relaxation length equal to the migration length M

(M = L2 + where L2 is the thermal neutron diffusion area and T

is the slowing down area), and usually a blanket thickness more than

about 3M is not attractive.

If A designates the fraction of the neutrons entering the

blanket which are captured in the blanket (i.e. do not leak through),

then the target capture efficiency for the blanket is

E (blanket)= AF = A -

, + p,l

The leakage from a thermal reactor core having no important

resonance absorption is given approximately by:

Number of neutrons leaking = (k- 1) M2 B2

per U-235 atom destroyed k 1 + M 2 B2
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where k is the infinite multiplication factor for the core lattice,

M2 is the migration area for the core, B2 is the geometric buckling,

and all of the quantities are those which apply when the core contains

the operating quantity of target material. The fraction B of the

excess neutrons (N) which leak into the blanket is:

B = --

N

and the fraction (C) of the excess neutrons which are absorbed in target

material in the core is:

1-et
C =

N

The total target capture efficiency is the average efficiency in the

core and in the blanket appropriately weighted in terms of the leakage

from the core:

E = 1----+AF = 1- -- (-AF)
N N N

The above formulation is a logical one for following the history

of excess neutrons. It may be a bit misleading however if it is used

to evaluate the relative advantages of conversion in the core and in

the blanket, for it has rather arbitrarily assigned the leakage losses

to that component of the capture efficiency which applies to the blanket.

Actually, the degree of loss by leakage is not necessarily related to

the question of how the conversion is divided between the core and the

blanket. For such considerations it is more appropriate to define a

second leakage coefficient r, which is defined as the number of
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neutrons which are lost completely from the reactor (core and blanket)

per neutron born in the reactor. In terms of eOZ and other quantities

defined above, the target capture efficiency is:

E = 1 - - (1 - F) - F 
N

In this equation, the capture efficiency in the blanket is lower than

that in the core only by the factor F, which accounts for the parasitic

absorption in the blanket. It is usually feasible to load sufficient

target material into the blanket to make F approach rather closely to

unity. Consequently, it can be said that in many cases there is no

large penalty on conversion ratio associated with producing most or

all of the product isotope in a blanket rather than in the core.

There may, however, be significant differences in the rate at which the

isotopic concentration can be built up per unit of target material.

This question will be considered further in a following section.

D. Summary of Conversion Relations

To summarize, the conversion ratio may be considered as the

product of two factors:

Rc = NE (1)

where N is the potential conversion ratio, or the number of neutrons

available for conversion per U-235 atom destroyed, and E is the

efficiency with which these neutrons are captured in target material.

For a reactor in which all absorptions are in the thermal-neutron

energy range, and which contains fission products (f.p.) N is given by

N = .- 1 - f-p* -.-.. P = 0.98-.-12 (2)

25 Z2525
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The target capture efficiency (E) for those excess neutrons

captured in the core is 1.00; for those neutrons captured in the blanket,

E (blanket) is given by

E (blanket) = AF = A t (3)

t,l p,1

where A is the non-leakage probability of the neutrons that enter the

blanket, and ,tl and 1 are the macroscopic absorption cross sections

of target material and of all other materials, respectively, in the

blanket.

The total target capture efficiency (E) is

E = 1 - ' (1 - AF) (4)

where 0-, the number of neutrons leaking from the reactor core per

U-235 atom destroyed is

M2 B2  
(5)

1 + M 2 B2

The relationships connecting conversion ratio, power, and

isotope production rate are given in Appendix A.

E. Disadvantage Factors

In the foregoing discussion, no mention has been made of

disadvantage factors, but it is to be understood that the cross-sections

mentioned in that discussion are effective cross-sections, adjusted for

the disadvantage factors. That is to say, the cross sections have been

adjusted for the local spatial variations in thermal neutron flux which
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may affect the relative average fluxes seen by the fuel, the moderator,

and the structural and other materials. In the reactor core, the

important disadvantage factors are those which specify the average

level of the flux in the fuel relative to the average levels in the

moderator and structural materials. If the fuel is contained in

relatively strongly absorbing lumps, then the average thermal neutron

flux in the fuel may be considerably lower than elsewhere, and it may

be necessary to make appropriate increases in the average fuel concen-

tration in order to achieve any given value of potential conversion

ratio. Similarly, a heavily absorbing lump of target material in

the core or in the blanket may experience a lower flux level than the

average. Again, the amount of target material must be appropriately

increased to achieve the desired level of absorption.

F. Control Rods

Since the isotope production reactor will operate on highly

enriched fuel, the burnup of a reasonable fraction of the fuel will

correspond to a rather considerable loss in reactivity. If fission-

product poisoning, and changes in diffusion length and disadvantage

factors, are neglected, the relationship between reactivity change and

fractional burnup of the fuel in a fully enriched reactor is:

= -- (1-f)
k M

where M is the total amount of fuel in the reactor, and f is the

k
thermal utilization: f = . For a reactor in which the infinite

multiplication factor, k, is 1.8, the quantity (1 - f) is 0.13;
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in a reactor having k = 1.1, the quantity (1 - f) amounts to 0.147.

Thus a high fractional burnup of fuel, of the order, say, 30% or 40%,

will correspond to a rather large reactivity change, particularly in

a reactor having a low value of km , as would be the case if a

substantial amount of the isotope production takes place in the

reactor core.

Obviously the wastage of neutrons will be important if

parasitic absorbers are used for those control rods which compensate

the excess reactivity built into the reactor to provide long fuel

burnup. The waste can be prevented if the target material is used as

the absorbing material in the control rods. Although this is quite

feasible, it does add to the difficulty of the control rod problem,

since the target material may be less absorptive than the usual

control rod materials, and since the provisions for jacketing the

material and for its easy removal from the reactor may lead to a

bulky control rod.

G. Concentration of Product Isotope, or Specific Activity

If the product isotope is an isotope of an element other than

the target element, there is no compelling reason for building up high

concentrations of the product in the target material. The product can

be separated chemically from the target material and obtained in

virtually pure form. If, however, the product is an isotope of the

target material, as in the case of cobalt-60 (produced from cobalt-59)

then it may be necessary to achieve at least some minimum concentration

of the product in the target material if the product is to be useful.



Since the product is normally radioactive, a convenient measure of the

concentration of product is the specific activity; that is the activity

in curies per gram of target plus product. The specific activity

produced in the target will be directly proportional to the average

thermal neutron flux to which the target material is exposed, and will

increase with increasing exposure time. For exposure times which are

short in comparison to the decay half-life of the product isotope,

the specific activity will increase linearly with exposure time.

However, as the exposure time becomes longer, the loss of product by

radioactive decay becomes important, and the specific activity increases

at a rate less than linearly with exposure time. If the exposure were

continued for a sufficiently long time, an equilibrium condition would

be reached in which the rate of decay of product is just equal to the

rate of production, and no further increase in specific activity would

occur. As a rough generalization, it may be said that irradiation

longer than about one-third or one-half the decay half-life of the

product will probably not be attractive because of the resulting

reduction in production. The specific relationships which connect the

thermal neutron flux, the exposure time, and 'the specific activity for

cobalt-60 are given in Appendix A.

Since the exposure time is limited by radioactive decay of

the product, the only remaining way of increasing specific activity,

after the. exposure time has been increased to its maximum economic

value, is to increase the thermal neutron flux to which the target

material is exposed. If a small volume of the reactor core, containing



fuel, is considered, the thermal neutron flux in the fuel will be

directly proportional to the power production per unit volume, and

inversely proportional to the concentration of fissionable material

per unit volume. The relationship is approximately

th = 2.43 x 1010

where P is the power density in watts/cm3, and W is the density of

U-235, in grams/cm3 . If allowance is made for any peaking of the flux

which may occur between fuel elements, the some relation may be applied

to give the average thermal flux over any fractional volume of the

reactor core, or over the entire core. In such a case, P is inter-

preted as the average power density over the volume, and W as the

average uranium density over the same volume.

It is evident then that to attain high neutron flux and there-

fore high specific activity, one would desire to minimize the fissionable

material content of the reactor core. It has been pointed out in

preceding sections however that one attains a high conversion ratio by

incorporating a large U-235 cross-section relative to the cross-section

of parasitic absorbers. In this sense, the desirable goals of high

conversion ratio and high specific activity lead to conflicting design

principles. It is to be noted however that whereas the neutron flux

depends on the absolute value of the macroscopic U-235 absorption

cross-section, the potential conversion ratio depends upon the ratio

of the U-235 cross-section to the macroscopic absorption cross-section

of parasitic absorbers. Thus if one chooses moderator and structural
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materials which have low microscopic absorption cross-sections, it, is

possible to achieve high conversion ratio and high thermal neutron flux

simultaneously.

Once the density of the fissionable isotope in the reactor core

has been fixed, the average thermal neutron flux over the core will

depend only upon the power density which can be achieved in the core.

Thus it is to be expected that high power density will be sought in

production reactors whose purpose is the production of high specific

activity isotopes.

The thermal neutron flux in the blanket cannot be specified

so easily. If there is a large fast neutron leakage from the reactor

core into the blanket, if the blanket contains an effective moderator,

and if the average absorption cross-section of the blanket (including

the absorption of the target material) is considerably lower than that

in the reactor core, then the thermal neutron flux in the blanket may

exceed that in the core. Such a peaking of the thermal neutron flux

in the reflector is a well known phenomenon in small water-moderated

reactors. However, if the moderator and structural material used in

the blanket are the same as those used in the core, then considerations

of target capture efficiency in the blanket (equation 3) would dictate

that sufficient target material be incorporated in the blanket to make

the average absorption cross-section comparable to (although perhaps

somewhat less than) that in the core. In such a case, no large peaking

effect is to be expected in the blanket, and it may be expected that the

maximum thermal neutron flux in the blanket will be somewhat lower than
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the maximum in the core. The flux will of course fall off rapidly in

the blanket with distance from the core, and ordinarily the thickness

of the blanket will be fixed at that value which will give, in its

outermost layer, the lowest usable specific activity of product.

Thus it may be expected that any isotope production reactor will give

product of varying specific activity, and that the lowest specific

activity produced will be that which is barely high enough to have

some value.

When specific activity is a consideration, it is important

that the target material be used in sections which are thin enough

that they do not cause a large depression of the thermal neutron flux.

The absorption mean free path of a thermal neutron in cobalt, for

example, is about 0.3 cm. If the internal flux depression is to be

kept small, the cobalt should be used in sections which are only a

fraction of an absorption mean free path thick, or, say, about

1/5 x 0.3 = 0.06 cm. Thus thicknesses of about 0.02 to 0.03 inch

are appropriate for cobalt slabs, and diameters approximately twice

this large could be used without important self-shielding if the

material were in the form of cylinders. These restrictions do not

lead to important design difficulties except in the case of control

rods. It is usually impractical to use control rods of such low

absorption that they do not produce large flux depressions. In such

a case, the practical course seems to be to sacrifice something in

specific activity in the interest of achieving effective rods,

particularly since the control rods do not occupy, on the average,

the positions of lowest thermal flux in the reactor.



VI. RFACTOR TYPES FOR ISOTOPE PRODUCTION

The following section is a general discussion of the reactor types

and characteristics which might be considered for the production of

isotopes alone, and of the considerations which led to the design choices

made for this study. The previous section has indicated that isotope

production reactors should employ fully enriched fissionable isotope as

fuel, that they should be designed for high power density if specific

activity of the product is a consideration, that they should employ

materials of relatively low absorption cross-section, that at least some

of the production will occur in a surrounding blanket, and that the

control rods which compensate for the burnup of fuel should employ the

target material as the absorber. These general requirements could of

course be satisfied by a number of different thermal reactor types.

A. Choice of Coolant and Moderator

The most widely used and the most highly developed reactor

coolant is water. Other possible coolants are gases, liquid metals,

and organic liquids. The usual advantage of these coolants relative to

water is their greater adaptability to the production of high temperatures.

Since the production of power is not a consideration in the present case,

the high temperatures obtainable with gases or liquid metals are not

advantages. The lower vapor pressure of organic liquids relative to

water would represent some advantage, since it is usually necessary to

pressurize a water coolant in order to achieve the desired power density.

However, the pressurization required with water coolant is not large,

and does not represent a large expense. Consequently, any advantage which



organic liquids would have in this respect would be more then compensa ;.

by their poorer heat transfer properties, and by the expense of repiacig

he organic which is made unusable by radiation damage and thermal damage

as the operation of the reactor proceeds. In view of these considerations,

there appears to be no incentive for using a coolant other than water

(120 or D20) in an isotope production reactor.

If D20 were used as coolant for the reactor, it would obviously

be attractive also as the moderator. Thus the combination, D20 coolant

and D20 moderator, represents a possibility which has the merit of high

neutron economy. The combination, H20 coolant and H20 moderator, is

another possibility which appears attractive for other reasons. There does

not appear to be any great incentive to use other moderators with H20 as

coolant in isotope production reactors. If one examines practical types

of fuel-element structures (for example that of the FTR), which will

allow the attainment of high power density with water coolant, it

becomes evident that if any large number of these fuel elements are to

be assembled into a reactor, the amount of H20 contained therein will be

sufficient to provide all the moderation necessary. If on the other

hand, one considers a reactor of quite small power output, which would

require only a few such fuel elements to attain the necessary heat

removal capacity, then the total amount of H20 contained in the assembly

might be somewhat less than the amount required for a critical thermal

reactor. However, in such a case, it appears unlikely that one would

decide to employ an additional moderator other than H20 in the reactor

core, because other moderators, being considerably less effective than

H2O would require a substantial increase in the physical size of the core
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in order to make an important contribution to the neutron moderation.

The more probable decision would be to employ some additional H20 as

moderator, beyond that bare minimum required for heat'removal. This

would probably be done simply by making the core somewhat larger than

that required for heat removal considerations, and by letting the power

density drop to whatever value is consistent with the core size necessary

for criticality. Thus it would seem, for both the smaller and the

larger reactor output ranges, that if H20 is employed as coolant, it

will be used also as the core moderator, although there might be an

incentive to the use of some other moderator in the blanket. The latter

question will be considered further in a later section.

There are then two reactor types which appear most promising for

the production of isotopes: a reactor cooled and moderated by H20 and

a reactor cooled and moderated by D20. When it is considered that the

requirements of the isotope production reactor are in many respects

similar to the requirements of a research reactor, this narrowing of

the field of choice to the two water reactor types is not surprising;

for, if the reactors operating on natural uranium are excluded, these

two types are used exclusively for research reactors. The choice between

H20 and D20 reactors is one which requires further consideration. It

may be said that the arguments in favor of D20 are perhaps somewhat less

important in the isotope production reactor than in the research reactor,

for the attainment of a high ratio of thermal neutron flux to power

output is probably somewhat less important, and the problem of conducting

neutrons from the reactor core to points where they can be used effectively

in experiments, which is one of the big advantages of D20 in a research
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reactor, does not exist in the isotope production reactor.

B. Relative Advantages of D20 and H20 Reactors.

The choice between D20 and H20 reactors must be one between the

higher conversion ratio and higher specific activity attainable with D20

and the lower construction costs and lower operating costs which

characterize the H20 reactors. It is useful for the discussion to make

a rough estimate of the improvements in conversion ratio and specific

activity (which are related as discussed in Section V) obtainable by

the use of D20.

The absorption of neutrons by D2 0 in the reactor core is

practically negligible in a D20-moderated reactor of this type. However,

the absorption by structural materials is important. For purposes of

this discussion, a fuel element, much like an ETR element, but provided

with end plates to confine the coolant flow, will be considered. A

cross-section of such an element is shown in figure '7. It could be used

in either a D20 or an H20 reactor, and would perhaps represent the

minimum amount of structural material which must be associated with the

removal of heat from the contained uranium. In an element of this type

3 feet long, one might incorporate as much as about 0.65 kilograms of

U-235. If this were done, the parasitic absorption ratio -'Al due to

L25
the aluminum absorption would be approximately 0.035, and would represent

a loss of just this magnitude in the potential conversion ratio (equation

2). This loss would be independent of whether the fuel element were

used in a D2 0 reactor or in an H20 reactor. If the fuel element is filled

with H20, the parasitic absorption ratio for the 120 0 amounts to

L251/
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0.066, and would decrease the potential conversion ratio by this amount

in an H20 reactor. However, these figures do not represent the total

parasitic absorption associated with the U-235 contained in one fuel

element, for additional structure may be needed as control rod guides,

holders for target material, and other purposes, and the water (H20 or

D20 as the case may be) will fill the clearance spaces around control

rods, the spaces around fuel elements, etc. For example, in the H20

reactor design described in Section III, in which the average conversion

ratio is about 0.60, the parasitic absorption ratio for aluminum was 0.087,

and for H20 was 0.137. If it is assumed that a D20 reactor would be

built with essentially the same structure as the H20 reactor, then the

potential conversion ratio of the two reactors would differ by just the

H20 parasitic absorption ratio, 0.137. However, it is possible that the

D20 core might be constructed with less parasitic structure, because it

is not necessary to minimize the quantity of D20 in the core, and

consequently larger clearances can be used, probably with some saving in

structural material. It may then be said that the potential conversion

ratio would be greater in a D20 reactor by at least 0.1. Alternatively,

the uranium content per fuel element could be reduced in the ratio

___0._08 _ = 0.h without falling below the conversion ratio which
0.087 + 0.137

characterizes the H20 reactor; in this case the average thermal neutron

flux in the reactor core would increase in the inverse ratio of the U-235

content, and the average specific activity of the product isotope could

be increased in somethirg like the same ratio, or by about a factor of 2.5.
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Similar improvements in the target capture efficiency might be

expected with D20 as moderator in the blanket, although a thick blanket

would have to be used to prevent leakage from nullifying the effects of

reduction in capture efficiency. In the H20 reactor described in

Section III, the loss in capture efficiency due to parasitic absorption

by the H20 amounted to about 11%. This loss could be eliminated if D2 0

were used, and at the same time the target density in the blanket could

be reduced with some increase in the thermal neutron flux and in the

specific activity. It may then be estimated that the conversion ratio

in a comparable D20 reactor might be about 0.80, and that the production

of isotopes would be greater in the ratio 0.8/0.6 = 1.33 for a given

rate of fuel burnup.

Against the increased production which may be achieved with the

D20 reactor must be balanced the extra costs associated with the use of

D20. These costs are primarily capital costs in the reactor construction

and costs associated with the value of the D20 itself. The latter costs

will be proportionally higher for reactors of low production rate than

for reactors of high production rate, since the amount of D20 used will

increase with reactor output at a rate less than linear. For example,

the outer blanket of the reactor, for a given target capture efficiency,

will- stay nearly constant as reactor size is increased. The migration

length in such a blanket may be expected to be something like 12 centi-

meters, and the thickness will therefore be some 36 centimeters, or

about 14 inches. The volume of the blanket would therefore be large

relative to the volume of the core far a reactor of low power output.
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The capital cost items will also favor the reactors of higher power

output, and therefore it would be expected that if D20 exhibits a net

advantage over H20, it will be in the reactors near the upper limit of

the production capacity range.

The main areas in which the higher capital costs of the D20

reactor will occur are the following:

1. A more expensive fuel changing and target changing

system will be necessary. With D20, it is no longer possible to provide

a large tank of water above the reactor through which fuel and target

material can be handled directly by long-handled tools. Presumably the

system of direct handling would have to be abandoned, and some type of

remotely operated manipulators, along with a coffin, would have to be

used. The problems in handling such items as the target material from

the control rods might be difficult, and these difficulties would

probably influence the entire design of the reactor.

2. Special heat exchangers would be needed to eliminate

leakage between the primary and secondary coolant systems, and leakage

through all penetrations of the primary system, such as pump shafts,

valve stems, and control rod drives would have to be eliminated or

controlled.

3. The size of the reactor tank would probably have to be

larger (because of the higher tendency of the neutrons to leak) if the

full advantage of D20 is to be obtained.

4. Extra instrumentation would have to be provided to detect

out-leakage of D20 and in-leakage of H20.
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5. Certain extra costs would occur in the coolant system

because of the use of D2 0. Such items as ion exchangers and recombination

units would probably be of special design.

The extra operating costs associated with D2 0 are mainly the

charges directly attributable to the D20, namely the use charge, insurance,

and D20 leakage and contamination. The use charge and the insurance will

be proportional to the total amount of D20 in the system, and the annual

leakage cost is generally estimated as a percentage of the total D20,

although this scheme of estimating probably reflects the lack of

sufficient experience rather than a real relationship. It has been stated

that the D2 0 losses from the Savannah River production reactors amount

to 3% of the total D20 inventory per year. If this figure is assumed

appropriate for an isotope production reactor, then the total annual

expenses connected with the D20 would amount to perhaps 9% of the value

of the D2 0 (h% use charge, 3% losses, and 2% for contamination and

insurance). The 155 thermal megawatt reactor described in Section III,

if designed for D20, might use about 40 tons of D20. The annual D2 0

expenses would then amount to $200,000 per year, or about 4# per curie

of tritium produced.

A further operating expense might result from the greater

difficulty of fuel and target changing in the D2 0 reactor. If this expense

shows up as extra shutdown time for fuel and target reloading, it might

be more appropriately considered as a reduction in the production rate

than as an added operating expense. It is probable that the reduction
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would not be large; for a five percent decrease in use factor, an extra

three days would be available every two months for fuel and target

reloading.

44To summarize then, one might expect to achieve with a D20 reactor

a production rate from 25 to 35 percent higher than that from an H20

reactor at the same power output. This increased output would be purchased

at the expense of D20 costs which might amount to some 4 per curie of

tritium, and at the expense of extra construction costs which cannot

easily be evaluated. It is possible that in the higher capacity reactors

the D20 system might have an economic advantage over the H20 system, but

percentage-wise it can hardly be a large one for reactors of 150 thermal

megawatts or less. Since the possible gain is not large, since very

much more reliable estimates can be made of the H20 system, and since

the D20 system would not be attractive over the entire range of production

rates under consideration, the design study in this investigation has

been limited to the H20 reactors. It must be pointed out however that

if there is a large premium on specific activity of the produced isotope,

then the attractiveness of the D2 0 reactor may improve considerably.

C. Blanket Moderator.

Having chosen H20 as the moderator and coolant for the reactor

core, one is faced with the question of whether it is advantageous to

use some other moderator in the radial blanket. The objective would be

to improve the target capture efficiency by reducing the parasitic

absorption. If there is no premium on specific activity, the incentive

is not large, since the fractional neutron absorption by H20 can be made
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low by using a sufficiently high loading of the target material. If

the specific activity is important, possible blanket moderators are

D20., beryllium, graphite, and possibly beryllium oxide.

If D20 is used in the blanket, a core tank must be provided to

separate the core from the blanket. Since the absorption of the tank

wall must be kept relatively low, the wall would probably be made thin,

and provision would be made for equalizing the pressure between the core

and the blanket. This represents some problem, and presents an

additional opportunity for the large scale mixing of the D20 and H20.

Beyond this, D2 0 in the blanket presents the same problems as in the

core, but perhaps on a lesser scale. The problem of target handling

however is still a difficult one, and it is questionable whether, for

this reason and because of the core tank problem, the D20 is as

attractive as a solid moderator.

Beryllium, although more absorptive than D20, is still much less

absorptive than H20, and the principal parasitic absorption in a

beryllium blanket would be by the H20 used for cooling of the blanket.

It should be feasible to reduce the absorption to perhaps one-tenth that

of an H20 blanket. Beryllium would be the ideal blanket moderator if it

were not so expensive. The migration length in a beryllium blanket

would be about 10.5 centimeters, and a total thickness of about 12.5 inches

would probably be required. A radial blanket for the 150 megawatt reactor

of Section III, if 12.5 inches thick and h feet high, would contain about

7500 pounds of beryllium. At a cost of $100 per pound the total would

amount to some $750,000. This of course represents something like the
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upper limit for beryllium usage, and practical specific activity gains

could be made with considerably smaller quantities, as for example by

the use of a relatively thin beryllium blanket surrounded by a water-

moderated blanket. Further, if high specific activity assumes great

importance more effort would be justified in increasing the compactness

of the reactor, and the beryllium requirement would then be somewhat

reduced.

Graphite might be considered in place of beryllium because of

its lower cost. If graphite were used with water as coolant, it would

have to be canned, presumably in aluminum. Because of the rather high

slowing down area of graphite and the rather high thermal diffusion

coefficient, the graphite blanket would be rather thick, and the

absorption of the canning material would tend to nullify some of the

advantage gained by the use of graphite.

Beryllium oxide is cheaper by the pound than beryllium metal.

However, its slowing down area is slightly larger than that of the

metal; consequently a BeO-moderated blanket would be about the same

thickness as, or slightly thicker than, one moderated by beryllium, and

the oxide would enjoy a price advantage only if it were cheaper per unit

volume. There does not appear presently to be a large volumetric price

differential, and consequently beryllium metal would appear to be the

better choice as a low-absorption blanket moderator, because of the

superior mechanical properties of the metal, and because the metal has

been proved as a satisfactory material by its use as a reflector material

in research reactors.
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There is little doubt that the use of a blanket moderator other

than H20 would add to the cost of the reactor both because of the

moderator cost and because of complications to the reactor structure.

Consequently, since no premium for high specific activity has been

specified, and since tritium production is a major objective, it was

decided that the use of a moderator other than H20 in the blanket was

not justified for the study reported here. However, it must again be

stated that the situation would be much changed by an emphasis on high

specific activity of the product. If such an emphasis should make the

use of a blanket moderator of lower absorption attractive, it is

probable that beryllium metal would be the preferred material, unless,

of course, the entire reactor were moderated and cooled by D20.

D. Design Principles Used in the Study.

The discussion above has described the choice of H 20 for the

coolant and for the moderator in both the core and the blanket. The

obvious choice for the structure of a low temperature water reactor is

aluminum. Since the fuel is to be highly enriched, a plate type fuel

element is indicated, and elements of the ETR type have been chosen

because they are already developed and suit the purpose reasonably well.

The combination, aluminum and H20, gives relatively high parasitic

absorption, and it is therefore necessary to load the core with as much

fuel as is practically feasible, and to use a relatively high concentration

of target material in the blanket, in order to achieve a good conversion

ratio.
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After these principles of design have been established, the

important design questions which are unique to isotope producers, and

which remain to be settled, are the questions of how to install the

target material and particularly how to install the control rods.

Although the use of target material in the reactor core gives a slightly

higher conversion ratio because it avoids some of the parasitic absorption

losses connected with blanket capture, the advantages in ease of handling

the target material which accompany the restriction of the target

material to a separate blanket region were judged to outweigh the slight

loss in conversion ratio.

With all the conversion accomplished in the blanket, it is

necessary to design the reactor core for high neutron leakage. For the

reactors in the higher end of the production capacity range, the core

volume required by heat removal considerations was such that sufficiently

high neutron leakage could not be obtained with the conventional core

shape of a circular cylinder having a length/diameter ratio of

approximately one. The annular core, provided with both an internal and

an external blanket, was found to be particularly attractive. The use

of the internal blanket makes possible the use of control rods which

move horizontally, which require only a relatively short stroke for full

insertion, and which do not cause severe fluctuations in the radial power

distribution. The horizontal motion of the control rods allows the top

face of the reactor to be completely accessible for the changing of fuel

and target material. This accessibility cannot be provided with vertically
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moving rods unless the rods are driven from the bottom of the reactor,

an arrangement which adds to the expense of building and housing the

reactor.

Any design which provides for all of the production in the

blanket has the characteristic that it cannot be scaled up in size

indefinitely without changes in shape factors. This is true because the

high neutron leakage must be maintained as the core volume is increased.

The internal blanket concept can, however, be adapted to reactors of

higher power output in a number of ways, one of which is to utilize

multiple internal blankets. Thus the reactor illustrated in figure 12

could be increased in size, while maintaining the same neutron leakage

into blankets, by providing two internal blankets, of increased aspect

ratio, separated by a central fueled section. In general, one would

like to keep the thickness of any one internal blanket small enough

that the fast neutron flux does not decrease drastically across the

blanket. This principle will insure that the specific activity of

product from the internal blanket will be reasonably high, and that

opposite sides of the care annulus will be coupled reactivity-wise.

Obviously the arrangement mentioned above mig ht be considered either as

a reactor having two internal blankets or as a reactor having a core in

which the target material is rather highly lumped.

Conversely, the reactors designed for low production rates are

too small to employ even a single internal blanket. Thus the two

reactors far the lower end of the capacity range considered in this

study employ only external blankets.
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The above features are the only ones which require general.

discussion. Specific characteristics of the designs used in the

study have been presented in Section III.



VII. FEASIBILITY OF DUAL-PURPOSE (POWER PLUS ISOTOPE PRODUCTION) REACTORS

A. General Considerations

The question naturally arises as to whether the simultaneous

production of useful isotopes and useful power might be cheaper than

the separate production of either. 'It is to be recognized of course

that isotope production in the usual power reactor would be at the

expense of the plutonium production which would normally occur in the

reactor. Consequently, if one considers the addition of isotope pro-

duction to some reactor which might otherwise be built as a power

reactor, the economic decision must be made by balancing the revenue

from the isotopes produced against the loss of revenue from net plutonium

production, plus the extra fuel cost which results because no plutonium

is burned, plus any other capital or operating costs which may change

in going from the usual type of operation to that which produces isotopes.

On the other hand, if one looks at the question in terms of adding the

feature of useful power production to a reactor which otherwise would

be built for the specific purpose of producing isotopes, then the

charges associated with the burning of nuclear fuels do not change

appreciably, and the economic decision is made by balancing the extra

revenue from the sale of useful power against whatever increases in

capital and operating costs may be required in order to produce the

salable power.

In either of these approaches, it is helpful to compare the

relative values of the isotope in question, of plutonium, and of useful

power. Perhaps the most useful comparison is one which is related
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to the thermal power output of the reactor. If it is assumed that one

can achieve in such a dual purpose reactor a conversion ratio of 0.6

for the production of salable isotope (here considered to be tritium),

and that a production loss of 10% will occur because of radioactive

decay during production, then the relationship between the thermal power

output of the reactor and the production rate of tritium would be:

curies
= 3.1 x 10ux reactor power in tMW

year

At a price of $1.75 per curie of tritium, a revenue of $54,000 would

result from each megawatt year of thermal energy production.

If non-fissionable isotopes were not produced, but the reactor

was operated with slightly enriched fuel to produce plutonium and power,

it might be reasonable to assume that the conversion ratio would be the

same or perhaps slightly higher. The gross production of plutonium would

be about 280 grams per thermal megawatt year, and the net production

would depend upon how much of this was burned in situ. If the gross

production is valued at $30 per gram then the value of plutonium

produced per megawatt year would be $8400. This number however is

comparable only very roughly with the revenue from non-fissionable

isotopes, for a number of additional considerations enter. Among them

are that the plutonium burned in situ should not be valued at $30 per

gram, that some advantage accrues to the plutonium producer because it

uses cheaper (slightly enriched) fuel, and that the $30 per gram plutonium

price would apply only after the plutonium had been chemically extracted

from the spent fuel. Possibly some value between that stated above
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and about half of that stated above would cover the range of. plutonium

revenue that might be expected.

In a small reactor which would give a production in the range

under consideration here, the thermal efficiency attainable from a

pressurized water or boiling water reactor would probably be about 25%.

If this value is assumed, and if the electric power produced were sold

at a rate of 7.5 mills/KWH, then the revenue from the sale of power

would amount to $16,500 per thermal megawatt year. The same revenue

would result from the sale of process steam from the reactor if the

price amounted to 58 cents per million BTU of heat content or about

i8 cents per thousand pounds of steam.

To summarize, Table VII-1 shows the revenue which might be

derived from each megawatt year of thermal energy output. By suitable

reactor design, the returns from isotope production plus electric power

(or process steam) production might be obtained simultaneously, or

of course the revenue from power production plus plutonium production

might be obtained simultaneously. Since the returns from power production

and isotope production are of the same order of magnitude, it seems

reasonable to assume that a considerable additional investment in plant

cost would be justified to add the feature of power production to an

isotope production reactor, and vice versa.

B. Conversion of a Power Reactor to a Power - Isotope Producer

One way of examining the attractiveness of the dual purpose

reactor is to suppose that one starts with a single purpose power

producing reactor and adds the feature of isotope production. If the
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Table VII-1

Possible Revenue for Different Modes of Operation

Basis: one thermal megawatt-year

Mode Annual Revenue

1. Sale of tritium $5+,000

2. Sale of $30 plutonium $ 8, x+00

3. Sale of electrical power or process steam $16,500

reactor in question is a pressurized water reactor (boiling or non-

boiling), then it seems reasonable to assume that, conceptually at

least, a conversion to a dual purpose isotope producer could be made

without any important changes in the reactor proper other than redesign

of the core and the control rod installation. It should be possible to

produce as much thermal power in the redesigned core as in the original

one, for the amount of core volume which is made unavailable for heat

transfer by the installation of target material would probably be at

least compensated for by the more favorable heat transfer character-

istics of enriched fuel elements. The major capital cost increases

associated with the conversion to dual purpose would consist of any

increases associated with the handling of the exposed target material

and fuel elements, and the cost of the hot laboratory which would be

necessary for handling and processing the exposed target material

after its removal from the reactor. The operating costs would increase

slightly because of extra personnel for target and fuel handling, and by
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the increase in fuel cost associated with the use of highly.enriched

uranium, the possibly more frequent replacement of fuel elements, and

the loss of plutonium revenue. If an analysis of these additional

costs showed that they would amount to less than the revenue derived

from isotope sales, then the addition of the isotope production feature

to the reactor would appear economically attractive. This procedure

does not however necessarily establish a cost for isotope production,

since the operation of the reactor might be uneconomic in any case.

If, however, we know the cost of power production in the reactor when

it is operating as a single purpose reactor, we can by this comparative

approach determine what the selling price of the isotope must be in

order to allow the economic sale of electricity at normal rates, say

in the range 7 to 8 mills/KWH.

In Table VII-2 a rough estimate of the incremental operating

costs associated with the production of tritium in a pressurized water

power reactor has been made. The assumptions on which the estimate

is based are the following:

1. There is no increase in the capital cost of the reactor

plant. However, a hot laboratory is added at the same cost per kilowatt

of reactor output as applied in the case of the 150 tMW single-purpose

reactor (see Section IV-C).

2. The value of the net plutonium produced in the power-only

reactor is assumed to pay for the fuel reprocessing in that reactor.

The plutonium burned in situ is assumed to provide one-third the total

energy of the power-only reactor; the remainder is suppledby U-235
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worth $14/gram. Thus the net incremental fuel burnup cost for the

dual-purpose reactor, per gram of U-235 consumed is (17 - 2/3 x 14)

dollars. Further, the fuel reprocessing cost must be considered an

incremental cost for the dual-purpose reactor.

3. No extra fuel fabrication cost is assumed for the dual-

purpose reactor. This implies that the unit fabrication costs are

no higher than for the single-purpose reactor, and that the same

total energy output per element is obtained. These assumptions are

not obviously incorrect, but they may be somewhat optimistic. An

extra fabrication cost is allocated for blanket elements, at a rate

of about $3000 per element.

4. Other operating costs for the reactor are assumed un-

changed, and the operating costs for the hot laboratory are assumed

the same as for the 150 tMATw single-purpose reactor.

This estimate yields an incremental cost for tritium production

of $0.29 per curie. Associated with the production of each curie of

tritium will be an electric power production of about 65 KW-hr of

electricity (efficiency of 25%, conversion ratio of 0.6). The

difference between the incremental cost of tritium production and

the lowest cost of production in the single-purpose reactor is

$0.95 - O.29"= $0.66 per curie or (0.66 x lOOO)/65 =10 mills per

kilowatt hour of electrical generation. Thus, according to this

estimate, if the produced tritium is worth 95 cents per curie to the

reactor operator, he could afford to sell power at 7 mills/KWH if his

reactor, when operating as a single-purpose reactor, produced power at

a selling price no higher than 17 mills/KWH.
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Table VII-2

Estimated Incremental Costs for Isotope Production
in a Pressurized Water Power Reactor

Item Cost

Fuel and target costs

Increase in net burnup cost

Reprocessing of fuel

Extra fabrication costs

Tritium processing

Capital charges on hot laboratory (15.5%/yr)

Labor

Materials

Total

Tritium production at conversion ratio of 0.6

Incremental cost per curie ,9200

, dollars/tMW Year

$3700

600

1000

3000

500

900

$9700

3.l4 x 104 curies

$ 0.29

C. Production of Isotopes in a Boiling Water Reactor

The more direct approach is to make a complete estimate of the

cost of power and isotopes from some type of dual-purpose reactor.

Such an estimate has not been made in detail, but has been made on the

basis 'of experience with small boiling water reactors and the analysis

of that experience. The estimate centers around the EBWR. Since there

seems to be considerable evidence that the boiling water reactor is

the most economic type for power reactors of small output, it is probable

that this estimate is reasonably reliable for the production of isotopes
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when specific activity is not a matter of extreme importance. The

boiling reactors do however give somewhat lower power densities than

pressurized water reactors, and might not be indicated if very high

specific activities are needed.

Among the boiling water reactors, the EBWR has been the subject

of considerable experimental investigation and theoretical analysis,

with respect to both its performance capabilities and its capital cost.

Fortunately, its output falls within the range which is of interest

for this study of isotope production. Although certain modifications

would be necessary to convert the reactor to the production of isotopes

and power, these modifications would not be expected to have large

effects on construction costs or on the power capabilities of the reactor.

The estimates of these characteristics in the following treatment make

*
use of a recent analysis which is believed to be as reliable as any

which might be arrived at without a detailed redesign of the reactor.

The EBWR has been operated at a thermal power of 62 megawatts,

and it is concluded in the reference that this power level would be a

quite feasible one for continuous operation, particularly if a few more

fuel elements were added to the core, as is possible without any

modification of the reactor. Although the possibility exists of

operation at-considerably higher power, this possibility has not been

actually demonstrated and will not be considered here. It will be

assumed in the following treatment that an increase of core size to

* West, J. M. and Roy, G. M., The Future of Boiling Water Reactors,

Nucleonics, January 1959.
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132 fuel elements would make possible the continuous reliable generation

of 62 thermal megawatts in the reactor as modified for isotope production.

The major modifications required for conversion of the reactor

to isotope production are:

1. The use of fully enriched fuel. It will be assumed that

this is accomplished by the use of plate-type fuel elements of uranium-

zirconium alloy, clad with zirconium. The technical feasibility of

this fuel element type is fully proved. Because it is generally thought

that the relatively long time constant of the EBWR fuel element

contributes to the stability of the reactor, the assumed fuel plates

will be made to approximate the thermal time constant of the "thin"

EBWR plates, by making them of equal thickness to the "thin" plates

(0.212 inch). The resulting plates are quite thick for enriched

plates, and represent a cost penalty which may or may not be necessary.

This point will be discussed later. To achieve a sufficiently high

conversion ratio and a long fuel element life, a relatively high U-235

loading - 100 kilograms in the full core - will be used. There is

no particular difficulty in incorporating this quantity of U-235 in

the thick fuel elements.

2. The incorporation of target material. If a burnup of 40%

of the initial 100 kilogram loading of U-235 is used, the life of a fuel

element will be about 1.5 full power years. This fuel lifetime is

comparable to the desired irradiation time for target materials, and

therefore it is feasible in this reactor to incorporate the target
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material in the fuel assembly. A possible fuel assembly, containing

target material, is shown as Fig. 22.

3. The addition of a blanket to catch leakage neutrons. The

radial blanket could consist of assemblies containing target material

surrounding the reactor core. These blanket elements would act as

down-comers for the natural circulation of the coolant water. The

core grid would of course have to be changed to accommodate the blanket

elements, and possibly the reactor vessel would have to be provided

with a full diameter head. Both of these modifications should be

feasible. Top and bottom blankets would be provided by incorporating

target material into the upper and lower end sections of the fuel

elements themselves.

4. The use of target material as absorber for the control rods.

The bottom mounting of the EBWR control rods is particularly suitable

for conversion of the rods to employ target material as the absorber.

However, the number and size of the rods would have to be increased

because of the poorer absorption cross section of.the target material,

and because of the larger reactivity change which must be handled when

fully enriched fuel is used. A possible core and control rod pattern

is shown in Fig. 23. It is probable that despite the larger and more

numerous control rods, a schedule of partial reloading of the core

would have to be used to reduce the reactivity variation which must be

compensated by control rods. Such a partial reloading schedule is

quite feasible.
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It must be emphasized that the modifications listed above

must be made in such a way as to preserve the performance of the reactor,

and that they represent an almost complete redesign of the reactor

internals. It is believed however that such a redesign is feasible,

and that the capital cost difference between the resulting reactor

and the EBWR would be small.

The primary consideration in the design must be the preserva-

tion of a steam coefficient of reactivity which, under operating

conditions, approximates that of the EBWR. The conversion to fully

enriched fuel will tend to make the steam coefficient of reactivity

more positive, since the resonance absorption of the U-238 is, in the

EBWR, the main contributor to the negative component of the steam

coefficient. This loss of the resonance component of the negative

coefficient will be compensated at least in part by a negative

component associated with absorption by the target material. Since

the target material will be installed in discreet pieces, its absorp-

tion will require a current of neutrons into the target material. The

relative magnitude of this current will depend on the thermal neutron

diffusion coefficient of the reactor core material, which in turn will

depend on the water density: a decrease in density will increase the

thermal neutron diffusion coefficient and will result in greater

absorption by the target material. Thus the effect of a decrease in

water density will be to decrease reactivity, and the contribution of

this effect to the steam coefficient of reactivity will be a negative

one. This effect can be increased by concentrating the target absorber



in a few widely spaced pieces. The ultimate effect is produced by

concentrating the target material into a central blanket as was done

in the design of the single-purpose reactor described in the previous

sections. In such a case, both thermal and fast neutrons leak into

the blanket zone and the effect is greatly enhanced. It thus appears

quite feasible to arrange the target material in such a way as to

achieve the desired negative coefficient of reactivity. However, it

is possible that the use of an internal blanket would be necessary

to achieve this end, and in such a case some increase in the size of

the pressure vessel might be required. The evaluation of this possi-

bility would require a rather expensive design study of the reactor core.

The core pattern shown in Fig. 23 is one which involves the

minimum departure from the existing EBWR design. It is quite probable

that a redesign of the reactor for isotope production would show

advantages for further modifications. Control rod concepts similar

to that of the single-purpose reactor (Section III) are possible, with

or without the use of a non-fueled internal blanket. One method for

using the system without the non-fueled blanket is by the rod-shadowing

principle illustrated in Fig. 24. The central island of the reactor is

fueled, but contains strong absorber plates of target material at the

edge of each fuel element adjacent to the control rod channel. The

size of the fuel element, and the size of the island region, are so

chosen that the desired reactivity is present despite the nearly black

absorbers at these positions. In such a case, the addition of further



absorber in the control rod channel, by the moving of the control rod

into the channel, will produce little additional absorption. Thus the

island constitutes a region into which the control rods may be withdrawn

when it is desired that their effect be minimized.

An alternate possibility which makes use of the presence of

"permanent" target material in the core, and which offers attractive

possibilities in the control of the void coefficient, is the use of

a "fast neutron" control rod. The "rod" consists of a fixed element

in the core, comprising a box having walls of highly absorbing material

(target) which enclose a water filled volume. Most of the neutrons

which are absorbed in the walls are those which slow down in the

contained water. To "withdraw" the rod (increase reactivity), the

water is displaced by a solid block of non-moderating material, such

as aluminum.

The above control schemes would be most effective when used in

the production of isotopes such as tritium, when the specific activity

is not important, since they depend on the use of rather "black"

absorbers. However, the neutrons absorbed in the control elements

constitute only a fraction of those available for isotope production,

and consequently the simultaneous production of some high specific

activity material is feasible.

A further possibility in the production of tritium is the use

of the target material as a burnable poison. The microscopic absorption

cross section of lithium-6 is 945 barns, about 40% higher than the U-235

absorption cross section. Thus, if lithium-6 and U-235 are both present
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in dispersed form (no self shielding) the fractional rate at which

the lithium will "burn out" will be considerably faster than the

fractional rate of burnout of U-235. Consequently the destruction

of the lithium can compensate a useful fraction of the reactivity

change due to the burnup of U-235, and can reduce the reactivity which

must be compensated by movable control rods.

The cost of tritium production from an EBWR properly redesigned

is estimated in Table VII-3, which is to a large extent self.-explanatory.

However, a few of the assumed quantities need some comment. Most

important, since it determines the production rate, is the conversion

ratio. The parasitic absorption ratio 'of the EBWR core, when fueled

*
with the "thin" fuel elements, is stated to be L / L 2 5 = 0.241.

The potential conversion ratio is then, N = 2.06 - 0.24 = 0.82.

This includes the effects of absorption by xenon and samarium. The

U-235 content of the core when loaded with 132 such elements is

77 kilograms. The loading chosen for the isotope production core

approximates this as an average (initial loading = 100 kilograms;

final loading = 60 kilograms). Hence the potential conversion ratio

should be lower than that stated above by the absorption of the extra

zirconium added to replace the U-238, and by the absorption of any

long-term fission products which may build up. The combined increase

in parasitic absorption ratio due to these two factors is estimated

to be 0.06. Hence, the potential conversion ratio of the isotope

* Argonne National Laboratory Staff, The EBWR Experimental Boiling

Water Reactor,ANL-5607, May 1957.
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production reactor should be about 0.76. The estimate of 0.65 for

the actual conversion ratio is obtained by applying to this a

"target capture efficiency" of 0.85.

Table VII-3

Tritium Production Cost in a Modified EBWR

Annual capital charges (see Table VII-4)

Amortization (10%x)

Interest

Annual operating costs

Annual fuel costs

Use charge $ 77,600

Burnup 459,000
Reprocessing 27,200

Conversion, UF6 to metal 5,900

Fabrication (fuel and target elements) 660,000

Shipping 2,000

Total

Total annual expenses

Revenue from power sale (7.5 mills/KWH)

Net annual expenditure for tritium production

Annual tritium production

Production cost per curie 2.85 x 106)

1.77 x 106

$1.02 x 106

0.6o x 106

0.75 x 106

1.23 x 106

3.60 x 106

0.75 x 106

$2.85 x 106

1.77 x 106 curies

$1.61
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Since isotope production is the main function of the reactor,

the plant factor should be as high as is technically attainable. It

has been assumed to be 0.85, a bit lower than that of the single-

purpose reactor. The electricity produced must then be sold as "base

load" power. It has been assumed that 7.5 mills/KWH is a price which

could be obtained for such power in some areas of the United States

which, although not the areas of lowest power cost, are yet reasonably

numerous.

The capital cost for the modified EBWR has been estimated in

the following way. The actual construction cost for the EBWR, exclusive

*
of purely experimental features, has been stated to be $4.63 x 106.

This cost was escalated at 5% per year for five years, to conform with

start of construction in July, 1960. An additional cost of $150 per

additional kilowatt of electrical capacity was estimated for conversion

of the reactor from the EBWR characteristics to the characteristics

of the isotope-power producer.. Most of this cost is for the necessary

increase in turbine, generator, condenser, and waste-heat capacity

corresponding to an increase in electrical output from 5000 KW to

14,800 KW gross or 13,500 KW net. Finally, the construction cost was

increased by 10% to allow for the extra costs associated with construc-

tion at a new industrial site rather than at a National Laboratory,

and a cost of $250,000 was added for the engineering costs directly

associated with modification of the reactor design for isotope

production. Although the modifications would be expected to have only

* West, J. M. and Roy, G. M., The Future of Boiling Water Reactors,

Nucleonics, January 1959.
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a small effect on construction cost, they do require complete redesign

of the reactor internals. To arrive at the total capital investment

for isotope production the cost of the hot laboratory must be added

(the control-administration building is included in the reactor cost).

The hot laboratory cost used for the estimate is the same as that

estimated for the single-purpose reactors. The total capital cost is

summarized in the table below.

Table VIi-4

Reactor Capital Costs

EBWR cost

Escalation 0.05 x 5 x costly

Modification [$150 (14,800-5000)]

Subtotal

Extra cost of construction on
industrial site [0.10 x subtotal]

Additional engineering cost

Total for reactor and
power-production facilities

Hot laboratory

Total

$4.63 x 106

1.16 x 106

1.47 x 106

7.26 x 106

0.73 x 106

0.25 x 106

8.21+ x 106

1.93 x 106

$10.17 x 1o6

In estimating the isotope production cost the fuel fabrication

costs were based on EBWR experience (at one time the use of fully-

enriched "spike" elements was investigated for EBWR).' Other operating

costs were estimated in a manner consistent with that used for the

estimates on the single-purpose reactors. The estimate of the production

cost is summarized in Table VII-3.
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A large factor in the cost of isotope production is the high

fabrication cost for the thick zirconium fuel elements. It is by no

means certain that such thick elements are required. The EBWR reactor

demonstrated considerably greater stability limits and therefore a

higher power density capability than previous boiling reactors (the

BORAX reactors), which differed from the EBWR in that they operated

at considerably lower pressure, and in that they used fuel elements

(thin aluminum plates) of short thermal time constant. The improved

stability of EBWR has been attributed partly to the higher operating

pressure and partly to the longer thermal time constants. The ad-

vantages of these two characteristics have been demonstrated separately

by the BORAX-IV reactor and by the Vallecitos Boiling Water Reactor,

but it is not clear what the relative quantitative importance of the

two effects is in EBWR. It would appear, however, from the Vallecitos

results that postulated power density should be attainable in an EBWR

with thinner fuel plates, at least if the operating pressure were

increased to 1000 psi, and possibly without such a pressure increase.

There is, therefore, a possibility of lower fuel costs than those

estimated, simply as a result of the use of thinner plates. However,

the zirconium-uranium alloy plate does appear to be inherently a rather

expensive fuel element, and any detailed consideration of isotope

production in high temperature boiling reactors should consider the

possibility of elements of types which are more attractive economically.

No proven alternates exist for highly enriched uranium; however, there

would appear to be some reasonable possibilities approximating the fuel
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element types which are being developed for single-purpose power reactors,

and which would therefore benefit from any cost reductions resulting from

developments in that field. These elements are all in the form of long

thin cylinders composed of U02 pellets contained in a zirconium (or

steel) tube. The problem in adapting this element to isotope production

is that of replacing the U-238 oxide by a suitable diluent of low

absorption cross section. Obvious possibilities are the oxides of

elements such as beryllium, aluminum, zirconium, or magnesium. A

further possibility is to incorporate the U-235 as a constituent of a

uranium-aluminum alloy and to can cylinders of this material in zirconium

tubes.

Comparison of the production cost estimate of Table VII-3

with the estimated production cost from the single-purpose reactors,

interpolated to a production rate of 1.77 x 106 curies per year, shows

the cost for the EBWR-type reactor to be slightly lower, although not

significantly so in view of the uncertainties in the two estimates.

One would expect, however, that the benefits of dual-purpose operation

would increase with increasing production capacity, at least in the

range considered here. For this reason, and because of the possibility

of improvement over the estimated fuel cost, the dual-purpose approach

must.be judged to have considerable appeal.

D. Isotope Production in Process Steam Reactors

In a number of ways the nuclear production of process steam

is simpler than the production of electric power. When process steam

is produced from fossil fuels, the basic fuel cost, in cents per
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million BTU, is no less than the fuel cost for electricity production.

However, in many cases the steam temperature required is very much

lower than that required for the efficient generation of electricity.

Thus, in the field of process steam generation the low fuel cost

characteristics of nuclear power might be exploited without the

necessity for competing with the high temperature characteristics

which can be obtained with fossil fuels. There are two further

considerations which make the application less attractive. One of

these is that process steam plants are usually built in rather low

capacities because the steam must ordinarily be used in a single

localized manufacturing process. However, the capacity range of

process steam plants coincides reasonably well with that which is

presently under consideration for isotope production. Consequently,

in this analysis, the low capacity requirement does not constitute a

penalty.

The second consideration is that in the generation of process

steam there can be no tie-in with other generating plants, as there

is in the generation of electricity, and consequently the premium on

reliability of the plant tends to be higher. If the process steam

generator fails it may shut down the entire production plant which it

serves, and the economic penalty may be severe. It should be recognized

that there is no apparent reason why a nuclear process steam plant

should be, inherently, any less reliable than a conventional plant.

Any reservations which are felt with respect to reliability can usually
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be attributed to the present lack of experience with the reliability

characteristics of nuclear plants - to the fact that the plants would

be, to some extent, experimental. The reliability consideration

then is one which probably results from circumstances, rather than

from inherent characteristics of nuclear plants. It is none the

less real.

The EBWR could be converted to a process steam generator by

eliminating the turbogenerator and condenser and associated equipment,

and substituting for them a condenser-boiler, which would condense

primary steam from the reactor and boil secondary water for the process

application. A feedwater heater would probably also be added, which

would extract heat from the condensed primary water and/or from the

bulk of the liquid primary water. This subcooling of the reactor

water increases the power production capability of the reactor, and

would probably be necessary in order to achieve the desired 62 megawatt

rating. Equipment for removing the decomposition products, hydrogen

and oxygen, from the primary water would.probably also be necessary.

In the direct cycle electric generating plant this equipment is not

needed, as the dissolved gases are removed in the air ejector of the

condenser. It is estimated that the capital cost decrease resulting

from.substitution of the heat exchanger and associated equipment for

the turbine and generating equipment would lie between about $800,000

and $1,300,000, depending upon, among other things, the pressure of

the secondary steam generated. The lower cost differential would

correspond to equipment which would generate secondary steam at some



pressure between about 360 and 400 psia. If the smaller cost differen-

tial is assumed, if it is assumed that secondary steam can be sold

at 47.5 cents per thousand pounds at the heat-exchanger outlet, and

if the plant factor remains at 85%, then the estimated cost of

tritium production would be the same as in the case of the power-

production reactor (Table VII-3). Each cent per pound increase in

steam sale price would result in a decrease of about one cent per

curie in the cost of tritium production.

An alternate possibility is the production of isotopes in

low pressure boiling reactors of the BORAX type. This possibility is

particularly attractive for the lower production ranges, and for the

cases in which high specific activity is not a consideration. The

cost estimates of Section IV have shown that the production of isotopes

in single-purpose pressurized water reactors becomes quite expensive

in the production range corresponding to reactor thermal power outputs

of 15 to 30 megawatts. These high costs are primarily the result of

high specific reactor cost ($/thermal kilowatt of capacity) in the

low output range, and to the large number of operating staff required

relative to the power output of the reactor. The simplicity and low

construction cost of the low pressure boiling reactor gives promise

of some improvement in both of these areas. For this reason it is

believed probable that such a reactor would yield a lower production

cost for tritium in the 15 to 30 megawatt range, even if the heat

output of the reactor were wasted. If it is possible to sell secondary

steam from such a reactor, it is highly probable that the cost of
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tritium production will be significantly lower than the cost of production

in the low power pressurized water reactors. The secondary steam

produced will be at a pressure of approximately 150 psig. The neutron

flux in these reactors will not be high, and if the production of high

specific activity cobalt-60 is a major objective, the reactor type may

not be suitable. Further, the relatively low fuel costs for the reactor

type are predicated on the use of aluminum alloy fuel elements. Although

the indications are that such elements will perform satisfactorily in

boiling water at 300 psi, there has as yet been no long-term experience,

and consequently the reactor type must be considered to involve a

somewhat higher degree of technical uncertainty than does the single-

purpose pressurized water reactor. It was for these two reasons that

the low pressure boiling reactor was not considered as the basic design

for the low-capacity production reactors.

As an example of the approximate characteristics of such a

reactor, Table VII-5 and Fig. 25 have been prepared, which describe

roughly a low pressure boiling water reactor capable of operating at a

thermal power of 30 megawatts and of producing approximately one million

curies of tritium per year. As was pointed out in the discussion of

the EBWR modification for isotope production, the exact design of the

reactor core would have to be made carefully to insure the proper value

for the steam coefficient of reactivity.

As visualized, the reactor would employ plate type fuel elements

of the BORAX III type, made of aluminum-nickel alloy. The dimension

of the elements, however, would be increased to 5 inches x 5 inches
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x 48 inches, and target plates of clad lithium-aluminum alloy would be

included in the fuel section and, as a blanket region, at the ends.

Ninety--six such elements, operating at a power density of 28 kilowatts

per liter of coolant would produce 30 megawatts. The design value of

28 kilowatts per liter is approximately 75% of the highest value at

which the BORAX III reactor was operated. With a total initial fuel

loading of 75 kilograms of U-235 and an average fuel burnup of 20%,

it is estimated that the reactor would achieve an average conversion

ratio of 0.6. The possibility of achieving this conversion ratio with

a considerably lower density of U-235 in the fuel elements than that

used in the pressurized water reactor results from the simpler core

construction which can be used with the natural circulation reactor,

and from the reduction of average water density which occurs as a

result of temperature and steam void content during operation.

The core arrangement shown in Fig. 25 utilizes the concept

of the shadowing fuel-target elements in the central portion of the

reactor. The 18 control blades move from the non-shadowed outer annulus

of the core into the shadowing central region to increase reactivity.

Whether the desired value of steam coefficient of reactivity can be

achieved with this type core has not been proved, but the use of other

arrangements is possible if that shown cannot be designed for the

desired coefficient. The assembly of fuel and blanket elements can

be contained in a pressure vessel of diameter approximately .8 feet.

The operating pressure would be approximately 300 psig, which, with a

heat exchanger, would yield secondary steam at a pressure of about

150 psig.
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Table VII -5

Characteristics of Low-Pressure Boiling Reactor
for Production of Isotopes and Process Steam

Power output, tMW

Average conversion ratio

Production rate, curies of tritium/year

initial fuel loading, Kg U-235

Average fuel burnup, percent of initial loading

Fuel element type

Fuel element dimensions, in.

Total number fuel elements

Total number blanket elements

Average fuel element lifetime, yr.

Number control blades

Power density, KW per liter of coolant in core

Pressure vessel diameter, ft

Operating pressure, psig

Secondary steam pressure, psig

30

0.6

~16

75

20

Aluminum plate
(BORAX III)

5x5x48

96

72

1.3

18

28

8

300

150

If the reactor illustrated were designed for the production of

cobalt, the average specific activity of the material produced in the

core would be about 10 curies/gram. About 65 to 70% of the total

production would occur in the core. The cobalt-60 produced in the

blanket would have considerably lower specific activity.
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For much higher production rates, the required size of the low

pressure reactor becomes rather large, the advantages resulting from

the simplicity of the reactor are not so marked, and the superiority

of the reactor type for the application is not so evident. However,

the results of the BORAX IV reactor operations indicate that if a fuel

element of long thermal time constant could be provided for the reactor,

the attainable power density might be considerably increased, and the

range of applicability as well as the specific activity of the product

material would be improved. The BORAX IV reactor reportedly operated

at a power density of 56.5 kilowatts per liter of coolant. If the

reactor under discussion could be operated at 75% of this value, its

output would be increased to 45 thermal megawatts, and specific

activities would increase in the ratio 1.5. Such an increase in output

would of course also reduce somewhat the specific cost of the reactor.

Although no highly enriched fuel elements of long thermal time constant

have yet been developed, it would seem that the prospect for, such a

development would be good if sufficient interest were developed.
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICS OF TRITIUM AND COBALT-60

1. COBALT-60

(a) Production Rate

Cobalt-60 is an artificially produced isotope, decaying by I-j

transition with a half-life of 5.25 years. The principal mode of decay

is by P transition (0.31 Mev) to an excited state of Ni-60 which emits

two gamma rays in cascade of 1.17 and 1.33 Mev, to the ground state of

Ni-60. A second isomeric state of Co-60, with a 10.4 minute half-life

is also formed. However, this isomeric state decays primarily to 5.25

year Co-60, so that for practical purposes, 5.25 year Co-60 may be

assumed to be formed directly. The production of Co-60 depends upon

neutron capture in Co-59, which is the only naturally occurring isotope

of cobalt.

The basic equation covering the rate of change of Co-60

concentration is:

d N60 = -A N60 + 0 5L #N6
59_- 0 N6 0  60 ()

dt

where A is the decay constant of Co-60. The last term of this

equation (0 N60  0 ) which represents the burnup of the produced Co-60

has been neglected in all calculations in this report. The error thus

introduced amounts to approximately 2% at the maximum neutron flux

encountered in the isotope production reactors."
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Neglecting absorption by Co-60, and integrating equation (1)

above, the number of atoms of Co-60 per unit volume at the end of any

irradiation period is given by

N= X 59 l e t (2)
A

Since the number of disintegrations per second of Co-60 is A N, and the

total number of neutrons captured by Co-59 at time t is $L59 t, the

ratio of disintegrations per second (activity) to neutron absorptions

in Co at any time t (in seconds) is given by

activit y (disintegrations per second)= 1 - e t1- e A ~ (3)
neutrons absorbed in Co t

If the conversion ratio (Rc) is defined as the ratio of neutrons

absorbed in cobalt to those absorbed in U-235, the activity of Co-60

produced for any irradiation time, t, may be related to the burnup of

fuel as follows:

activity ( dps ) = Rc l t A (atoms U-235 destroyed) (h)
t

Converting to units of curies (1 curie equals 3.7 x 1010 disintegrations

per second) and to megawatt-years of total fission energy produced,

equation (4) becomes:

curies produced = 3.27 x 1013 Rc (MW yr) (5)

or

curies produced per year = 3.27 x 1013 1~e Rc P (6)

where P is the average reactor power (in MW) over a period of one year.
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For an irradiation period of one year, equation (6) becomes:

(7) megacuries Cobalt-60 produced per year = 0.127 Rc P

(b) Specific Activity of Cobalt

Since Co-60 is identical chemically with its parent isotope

Co-59, the specific activity (in curies per gram) will be dependent

upon the thermal neutron flux seen by the cobalt, the total time of

irradiation, and the effective neutron capture cross-section of Co-59.

Expressing the total activity produced (AN) in curies, and dividing

by the unit weight of Co-59, the specific activity at any time (t)

is given by:

Specific activity of Co-60 Na o (1 - e' t) (8)

A (3.7 x 1010)

where Na is Avogadro's number, A is the atomic weight of cobalt and

6 is the effective Maxwellian cross-section (cm2/nuclei) over the

thermal neutron spectrum. The average neutron flux 0 in the unit

volume must be corrected for the self-shielding (1/ n) due to the

flux depression in cobalt. The net average specific activity for

Co-60 becomes:

.Average specific activity in cobalt (curies/gram) =

2.76x loll (1 - e~t) (9)

For an irradiation period of one year, the constants of equation (9)

may be combined to yield the following:

Average specific activity in cobalt (curies/gram) -

10.348 x 10-13 O/k3 (10)
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(c) Self-Shielding Factors

Self-shielding correction factors were obtained for slab-geometry

(based on plate-type fuel elements and target assemblies) by "disadvantage

factor" calculations. The following expression for disadvantage factor

was used, which is based on diffusion theory in the moderator with a

transport-theory boundary condition at the plate surface:

Co

moderator = = ( T T)

absorber Lth a

mod 1 + P 1 X L t

Lth--a---g +-- coth (-) - -
h a 1 - P 2 Lth 2 X (11)

L
where T is the thickness of the cobalt plate, X is the half-thickness

of the moderator between plates, Lth is the thermal diffusion length in
Zmod

the moderator, a is the thermal absorption cross-section of the

moderator, and P is the transmission probability of the plate

P = 2E3  Cz T). For the cobalt plates in the reflector regions

of the isotope production reactor, the self-shielding factor (P) has

been computed to be 1.14.

2. TRITIUM

Tritium is the heaviest isotope of hydrogen, with an atomic

weight of 3. It is unstable and decays with a 12.3 year half-life to

stable helium-3, by a 0.018 Mev beta transition. Tritium is formed by

neutron capture in Li6 by the reaction:

6 1 > 73
3Li + Ln-->3Li -- 31 + 2He
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Since tritium is a different chemical species from either the parent

lithium or other products of the nuclear reaction, it may'readily be

separated in essentially pure form. Therefore, considerations of specific

activity are of no consequence in tritium production. The isotopically

pure form has a specific activity of about 1.3 curies/cc of gas (STP).

In all cases, for calculational purposes, the thickness of the

lithium and cobalt target plates were taken to be the same. The implication

is that the effective concentration of Li6 in the Li-Al alloy target

material can be adjusted so that the net effect on the reactor is the

same regardless of whether Li or Co target plates are used. To accomplish

this, a Li-Al alloy containing 1.3 wt% Li6 must be used, which is

considerably less than the maximum of 5% by weight alloy which could

conveniently be fabricated. Since specific activity considerations do

not impose a limit on the lithium target material, the target configuration

would probably be established by a short-term (one year) projection of

the tritium demand, and the amount of cobalt to be produced concurrently.

The plate sizes and shapes for Li-targets used in this report may therefore

be considered as an example of one of several possible configurations.

Lithium and cobalt target plates differ in one important respect.

Since the microscopic cross-section of Li6 is so much larger than that

for cobalt, the burnup of Li6 can become quite important. For the

typical blanket element plates used, the relative reduction in effective

macroscopic cross-section is shown in Fig. 26 as a function of 0 t. This

reduction takes into account the loss of Li6 by burnup and the change in

disadvantage factors with change in Li6 concentration. A more heavily



loaded or thicker Li6 target element would show a significantly smaller

decrease in effective cross-section. The production rate of tritiuni

may be obtained from equation (6) above, and for a one year irradiation

period becomes

Megacuries tritium produced per year = 0.0564' Rc P (12)
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APPENDIX B

PARAMETER STUDIES

It is readily apparent from the discussion in Section V-A and

Appendix A above, that the design parameters of principal importance

in optimizing for maximum isotope production are the total conversion

ratio. (Rc) and the average reactor power, P. A number of calculations

based on a two-group spherical approximation have been made to verify

the importance of design changes on these basic parameters, and to

study the effect of various moderator and cladding materials.

1. Conversion Ratio

The theoretical conversion ratio which may be obtained under

any given conditions may be estimated by the following expression:

moderator ,structure poison
+ Z

La a

(1)

a
For practical purposes, - 1, the number of neutrons available in

excess of those required to maintain the fission process, may be taken

as 1.055, which represents a reasonable weighting of epithermal and

thermal effective values. The conversion ratio is then

moderator structure poison

Rc = 1:055 - 1 - a a a (2)
25
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(a) Moderator

moderator
Taking a typical case, where H2O is 0.00942

structure poison 25
is 0.00592;?.ais 0.0061; a is .0629, the theoretically

attainable conversion ratio would be .71. If D20 were substituted for

the H20, the' theoretical conversion ratio would increase to 0.86 or

20% larger. The two group spherical approximation indicated conversion

ratios of 0.68 for H20 and 0.80 for D20 or approximately an 18% increase

in conversion ratio. A further advantage indicated for the D20 moderator

lies in the fact that the radial power distribution is somewhat more

flat, so that if the fuel element surface temperature is the limiting

factor, more power could be taken from a D20 moderated reactor than

from a corresponding H20 reactor.

Similar calculations, using graphite and beryllium moderators

show smaller advantages over H20, since these moderating materials must

be clad with aluminum and cooled by water.

(b) Clad Materials

The only clad material which might have an advantage over

aluminum is zirconium. Calculations on a two-group spherical model

show a 7% increase in conversion ratio if all core and blanket structure

and cladding is constructed of zirconium. At the present prices of

zirconium, this small increase in conversion ratio is not believed to

be sufficient to overcome the price differential between zirconium and

aluminuu.
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(c) Blanket Moderator and Coolant

For isotope target-material placed in both the core and

the blankets, the conversion ratio Rc is:
Co

Rc Rc,core 
ARccore a,b

Rctheo Rc,theo L Rc,theo ab + 2

where Rc,theo is the conversion ratio given by equation (1), Rc,core

is the core-conversion ratio, and the remaining symbols are defined

in the section under "Reactor Physics."

B
A plot of Rc/Rc,theo versus c,core for any given value

Rc, theo
of EC0b / Al+H2O (and constant value of A) is a straight line

Of a,b ~a,b

varying from Rc/Rc,theo = 1 for all production in the core to

Rc/Rc,theo =
,Cr

a,b A

0.CO + ,al,H2 0
4a,b a,b

for all production in the blanket. For practical blanket loadings of

isotope target material,

Co
A

'a,b

Co + Al+ H20

a,b La,b

will be of the order of 0.85 and greater. If half the cobalt production

were in the core and half in the blanket, then Rc/Rc,theo will be of

the order of .0.925 and greater. Hence, theoretically there is little

advantage from the total production standpoint to producing cobalt in



the core. Actually in practice the small advantage indicated above

may disappear because of the extra parasitic structural material which

inevitably must be placed in the core when the design is made for

isotope production in the core; the effect of the extra parasitic

material in the core is reflected in the foregoing equations by a

reduction in value of Rc;theo'

Various blanket moderators were considered to determine

any significant advantage that might result from their use in conjunc-

tion with an H20 moderated and cooled core. The capture efficiency of

absorber (cobalt or lithium) in the blanket can be obtained by the

following expression:

A

capture efficiency = __

+moderator clad
+ a + a

For a typical case, taking a of 0.081, a moderator of 0.011,
clad a a

and a of 0.0035, the capture efficiency is calculated to be

84%. An ideal moderator ( Q of 0) would yield a capture efficiency

of 96% (D 2 0 is very nearly ideal in this respect). This would represent

an increase in the capture efficiency of 13%. The advantage gained by

the reduction in moderator absorption may be compensated by the larger

leakage losses in a D20, graphite, or Be moderator unless rather thick

blankets are used. The two-group spherical case calculations are in

good agreement with the numbers obtained herein. The possible increase

in capture efficiency by the use of graphite, beryllium, or D 20
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reflectors may be reduced by increasing the absorber loading in the

reflector. However, either increasing the reflector loading or using

moderators other than H20 results in a loss in specific activity of

the Co-60 produced. Although there has been no economic incentive

placed upon the production of high specific activity Co-60, it is

believed that such an incentive in fact exists, although it cannot be

defined at present. The choice of absorber loading in the reflector

has been chosen to yield a reasonable compromise between the capture

efficiency in the blanket, and the specific activity of the Co-60

produced. The loading could be increased in the case of tritium

production since specific activity is not a factor.
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